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ABSTRACT
Kumar, Rohit Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2018. Predicting Breakage of Needleshaped Large Aspect Ratio Particles Using Discrete Element Method (DEM). Major
Professor: Carl Wassgren, School of Mechanical Engineering.
Particle attrition is inevitable during processing of granular material and has been
reported to cause manufacturing ineﬃciencies, unpredictable product quality, dust
hazards, ﬂow problems, etc. Of particular interest to this study is attrition of large
aspect ratio needle-shaped active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in an agitated
ﬁlter dryer (AFD). Prior experimental works on particle attrition in AFDs have been
successful at predicting the overall bulk behavior. However, for an in-depth understanding of the attrition phenomenon, particle level kinematics and dynamics information is required. The particle level details can be obtained through computational
discrete element method (DEM) models, but most of the previous DEM studies have
either assumed spherical particles or have not incorporated actual particle breakage.
This thesis proposes a state-of-the-art particle breakage model to predict breakage
of needle-shaped particles, utilizing spherocylinder geometry, in agitated systems.
Needle-shaped particles are of particular interest since the API particles obtained
from crystallization process often have large aspect ratio.
Particle breakage occurs due to stresses developed in the particle from particleparticle and particle-boundary contacts. Therefore, it is important to examine diﬀerent normal force model and use an accurate contact force model to be able to predict
particle breakage correctly. In this study, the eﬀect of three diﬀerent contact force
models on various aspects of static and dynamic assemblies of spherocylinders is investigated. Three force models investigated were: (i) a Hertzian force model (HFM)
which assumes a circular contact area; (ii) a linear overlap force model (LFM) with a
constant stiﬀness; and (iii) a modiﬁed HFM (MFM) that accounts for various contact
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areas and contact transitions. Comparison of the contact force, contact overlap, contact duration, normal speciﬁc impact energy, and orientation distributions are made,
as well as the particle packing fractions and blade torques. These investigations revealed that for non-cohesive powders the contact force models have no signiﬁcant
impact on the contact force distributions and bulk properties, such as blade torque,
particle orientation, and solid fraction, and a simple model can be used for force
calculations. However, if more detailed contact information, such as contact area,
contact overlap, contact duration, impact energy, or collision frequency, are needed,
then a more accurate contact area speciﬁc force models should be used. Previous
studies have shown that particle attrition only becomes signiﬁcant when the moisture
content in the powder is very small, indicating that attrition becomes signiﬁcant for
non-cohesive powders. Therefore, in this study, a simpliﬁed Hertzian force model is
used.
Additionally, a state-of-the-art DEM particle breakage model has been developed
to simulate the breakage of needle-shaped particles. Forces and moments are calculated at multiple imaginary breakage planes on the particle, which are then used
to calculate the maximum normal and shear stress. If the maximum normal or the
maximum shear stress exceeds the particle yield strength then the particle breaks at
the given breakage plane. The breakage model is validated by comparing the simulation results with experiments of cylindrical chalk sticks under uni-axial compression.
This model is used to examine diﬀerent aspects of particle breakage in a small scale
AFD. It is observed that smaller particles after breakage get deposited around the
blade and at the bottom of the container. Most of the particle breakage occurs at the
blade tip near the circumference of the cylindrical container of the AFD. Investigations also revealed that the initial particle aspect ratio characteristics don’t aﬀect the
resulting particle aspect ratio characteristics, provided that enough work is done on
the particle bed. The extent of particle breakage increased with increment in particle
elastic modulus and load of the overlying material, and decrement in particle yield
strength. It is found that the extent of particle breakage increased with the number
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of blade revolutions but remained the same per blade revolution. Impact of initial
particle aspect ratio characteristics, material properties, and operating conditions are
also examined on particle speciﬁc breakage rate and daughter particle distribution.
Particle speciﬁc breakage rate increased with increment in elastic modulus and load
of the overlying material, and decrement in particle yield strength. Initial particle
aspect ratio characteristics didn’t have any inﬂuence on the speciﬁc breakage rate.
Investigations on the daughter particle distribution showed a self-similar behavior,
with breakage frequently occurring at the particle center, and are independent of
initial particle aspect ratio characteristics, material properties, and operating conditions. The speciﬁc breakage rate and the daughter particle distribution information
from DEM simulation is utilized in a population balance model (PBM) to predict
the resulting particle size distribution (PSD) for extended time periods. The PSDs
obtained from PBM ﬁt well with log-normal distribution, which is frequently used to
deﬁne the PSD of real powders. The PBM predictions are veriﬁed by comparing the
PSDs obtained from the PBM to that obtained from the DEM.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Attrition is deﬁned as degradation of particles caused by chipping, wear, or fragmentation, and it is inevitable when dealing with the particulate material. Particle attrition
is undesirable in pharmaceutical and chemical industries where it causes problems,
such as hazardous dust generation, ﬂow problems, manufacturing ineﬃciencies, and
poor product quality. However, it is desirable in mineral processing industry where
larger ore rocks are crushed into smaller sizes. Attrition depends on various factors
and a comprehensive investigation needs to be done to identify these signiﬁcant factors to develop a proper understanding of this phenomenon. This study focuses on
the prediction of particle attrition during drying of active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs) in an agitated ﬁlter dryer (AFD) equipment.

Figure 1.1. SEM images of needle-shaped API before and after drying: (a) API before agitated drying; (b) API after agitated drying [1].

Pharmaceutical product development involves two important steps: (i) development of APIs; and (ii) using these APIs for drug product development. The APIs
are generally produced using batch crystallization process, and a desired particle size
distribution (PSD) is obtained through carefully choosing supersaturation, seeding,
and hydrodynamic conditions in the crystallizer [2, 3]. The API crystals obtained are
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frequently high aspect ratio needle-shaped [4] and they have a higher probability of
breakage due to longer moment-arm causing larger stresses within the crystal [5]. Beside the crystal shape, the physical properties of the API are determined by its PSD
and any change in the PSD can inﬂuence the drug product performance, and manufacturing process reproducibility [6]. An uncontrollable change in the PSD might
occur during puriﬁcation steps of washing, ﬁltration, and drying of the API crystals
(Figure 1.1) due to attrition or particle breakage [7]. Particle attrition or breakage
depends on multiple factors and it is important to comprehensively understand this
phenomenon to be able to accurately predict the extent of attrition and ﬁnd measures
to mitigate it. Prior experimental and empirical studies done in this area have been
successful at predicting the overall bulk behavior but do not give much information
about the particle-level kinematics and dynamics. Particle-level information is essential for a proper understanding of the breakage phenomenon and can be obtained from
computational models, but only a handful of computational studies have been done
in this area. Many of the previous computational studies have either used spherical
particles without taking the particle shape into consideration to reduce the computational time or have used a bonded-sphere approach [8], in which the bonding of
individual spheres causes artiﬁcial rough particle surface. Several of these models do
not consider actual particle breakage and can only be used if the amount of breakage
is small [5, 9].
Discrete element method (DEM) modeling is becoming increasingly common as a
tool for studying particulate systems, especially as computational hardware improves.
In addition to modeling a large number of particles, algorithms for nonspherical particles, such as ellipsoids [10], cylinders [8], polyhedra [11], spherocylinder [12], and
superquadrics [13]. are frequently being used. Several particle contact detection algorithms are being developed to further improve the computational eﬃciency. For
this study, an in-house DEM code has been developed, utilizing eﬃcient projection
based contact detection algorithm called sweep and prune (SAP). However, one area
that has not developed rapidly, is the implementation of contact force models for non-
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spherical particles. Particle breakage occurs due to stress concentrations developed
at the crack tips of the particle caused by particle-particle and particle-boundary
interactions. Therefore, it is important to use accurate force models to be able to
predict particle breakage correctly. Prior DEM simulations have either utilized force
models intended for spheres with circular contact, such as the Hertzian normal force
model [5, 10, 14] or utilized simpliﬁed linear spring model with constant spring stiﬀness [15–17]. If nonspherical particles are implemented, however, the contact area
changes depending on the contact scenario and the local radii of curvature. As per
the author’s knowledge, there has been no study comparing the eﬀects of using different contact force models on the DEM predictions of a nonspherical multi-particle
assembly.
The ﬁrst part of the thesis investigates the eﬀect of the contact force model on
various aspects of an assembly of nonspherical particles. Speciﬁcally, static and dynamic assemblies of needle-shaped particles simulated using spherocylinder geometry.
A spherocylinder consists of a cylinder and two hemispherical caps at the cylindrical ends and is shown in Figure 1.2. Three force models are investigated here: (i)
a Hertzian force model (HFM) which assumes a circular contact area; (ii) a linear overlap force model (LFM) with a constant stiﬀness; and (iii) a modiﬁed HFM
(MFM) that accounts for various contact areas and contact transitions. Comparison
of the contact force, contact overlap, contact duration, normal speciﬁc impact energy,
and orientation distributions are made, as well as the particle packing fractions and
blade torques. These investigations revealed that for non-cohesive powders the contact force models have no signiﬁcant impact on the contact force distributions and a
simple model can be used for force calculations. However, if more detailed contact
information, such as contact area, contact overlap, contact duration, impact energy,
or collision frequency, are needed, then a more accurate contact area speciﬁc force
models should be used. Previous studies have shown that particle attrition only becomes signiﬁcant when the moisture content in the powder is very small [1, 18, 19],
indicating that attrition becomes signiﬁcant for non-cohesive powders. In the cur-
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rent study, Hertzian force model has been used for force calculations and breakage
modeling.

Figure 1.2. Schematic of a spherocylinder of length L and diameter
D, with an aspect ratio (AR) = L/D.

In the second part of the thesis, a state-of-the-art DEM breakage model has been
developed to predict the breakage of large aspect ratio needle-shaped active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) particles in an AFD. Instead of using a real AFD system a
small-scale agitation cell with a load on top of the particle bed, to mimic the overlying
powder weight is used to investigate particle breakage. Previous studies have found
that, for needle-shaped particles, fragmentation is the major breakage mechanism,
i.e., particle breaks into smaller parts instead of being chipped. A particle breakage criterion based on the beam theory is used for the fragmentation of the particle
and the model is validated against a uni-axial compression experiment with cylindrical chalk particles. This model is used to examine the inﬂuence of initial particle
aspect ratio, material properties, and operating conditions on the resulting particle
aspect ratio, particle stress, breakage events regions, speciﬁc particle breakage rates,
and daughter particle length distributions in the agitation cell. These investigations
showed that the needle-shaped particles have the maximum probability of breakage
at their mid-plane. Also, the particle breakage mainly occurs at the blade tip near
the circumference of the container and that after breakage the smaller particles get
deposited around the blade and the container base. The particle stresses and ﬁnal
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particle mean aspect ratio are independent of the initial particle aspect ratio characteristics. The extent of particle breakage increased with increment in particle elastic
modulus and load of the overlying material, and decrement in particle yield strength.
It is found that the extent of particle breakage increased with the number of blade
revolutions but remained the same per blade revolution. Particle speciﬁc breakage
rate increased with increment in elastic modulus and load of the overlying material,
and decrement in particle yield strength. Initial particle aspect ratio characteristics
did not have any inﬂuence on the speciﬁc breakage rate. The daughter particle distributions for diﬀerent parent classes collapsed over each other, and are found to be
independent of the initial particle aspect ratio characteristics, material properties,
and operating conditions. Therefore, a universal daughter particle distribution is obtained for the needle-shaped particles. In addition, a PBM model has been proposed
in the current study by utilizing the speciﬁc particle breakage rates and daughter
particle length distributions information obtained from the current DEM breakage
model. The PBM predictions matched very well with the DEM results and are used
to predict the resulting PSD for an extended time.
The ramiﬁcations of these ﬁndings on the real operation of an AFD are discussed
and recommendations have been made for industrial usage. In addition, suggestions
and ideas for future works have also been proposed. Although this work is focused
on breakage modeling in an agitation cell, the model is applicable to other systems
which involve large aspect ratio needle-shaped particles.
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2. BACKGROUND
All granular materials have a particle size distribution (PSD) associated with them
and consist of particles with diﬀerent shapes. The physical properties of the material,
in general, depend on the particle size and shape. For active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), carefully designed batch crystallization process [20] is used to achieve
a desirable PSD. Often the API crystals are found to be needle-shaped with large
aspect ratio, which have higher tendency to break. The APIs are then isolated and
dried in an agitated ﬁlter dryer (AFD) for further puriﬁcation while preserving the
PSD achieved through crystallization. For solid form dosage, the amount of API in
the dose should be very precise and any change in the PSD will impact the dose
performance. Therefore, it is very important to be able to control and predict any
change in the API particle size distribution.
Particle attrition is caused mainly by particle-particle and particle-boundary interactions, which is modeled using contact force model in the discrete element method
(DEM) simulations. For nonspherical particles, the contact stiﬀness varies depending
on the contact scenario. Very few, if any, DEM studies have considered these changes
and have used simpliﬁed force models, such as the Hertzian force model and linear
overlap force model, in their studies. Therefore, the inﬂuence of diﬀerent contact force
models on nonspherical particles needs to be investigated. An appropriate contact
force model should then be chosen to model particle breakage in the DEM simulation.
This chapter presents an in-depth discussion of the prior investigations related
to contact force models and particle breakage. This chapter has been divided into
three major sections. Section 2.1 describes comparison studies done for contact force
models and their implementation in the DEM simulations. Section 2.2 discusses the
experimental studies done in the past to analyze the attrition in agitated systems.
These studies helped in ﬁnding out the important factors aﬀecting particle attrition
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and their observations serve as a guide for the computational models. Section 2.3
focuses on the discrete element method studies used in prior studies to predict particle
attrition. This section discusses diﬀerent computational methods used to predict the
extent of particle breakage in various systems.

2.1

Contact Force Models
Numerous contact force models have been proposed for use in DEM simulations.

These models are categorized based on whether they act normal or tangential to the
plane of contact. Reviews of such models may be found in [21–25].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. Comparison of experimental data and model predictions
for (a) restitution coeﬃcient and (b) collision duration using diﬀerent
force models [26].

Studies designed to assess the accuracy of these models have also been performed.
For example, Stevens et al. [26] predicted the coeﬃcient of restitution and contact
duration of two impacting spheres using several normal force models. They compared
these predictions to experimental data and found that the choice of model can significantly aﬀect the accuracy of the predictions as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Di Renzo
and Di Maio [27] performed a similar study, but examined tangential force models for
impacts between a sphere and a wall. They observed that, for the investigated mod-
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Figure 2.2. Comparison of tangential force expressed as a function
of tangential displacement between exact analytical analysis and different contact force models (a) linear force model, (b) Hertz-Mindlin
no slip force model, and (c) Hertz-Mindlin force model [27].

els, there was little to be gained by incorporating a complex tangential force model,
at least for predicting the tangential coeﬃcient of restitution, as long as the model
parameters are appropriately chosen. However, if an accurate representation of the
force or displacement time history during the contact is required, then the details of
the force model are important (Figure 2.2). Similar studies have been described by
Shafer et al. [28] and Cummins et al. [29].
Contact force models and comparison studies for non-spherical particles are not
as common. In most cases, a glued-spheres approach is used to model non-spherical
particles (see, for example, [31–33]). Contact models intended for spheres are used
for these glued-sphere particles; however, studies by Kodam et al. [34] and KruggleEmden et al. [35] have shown that glued-sphere contacts can be too stiﬀ and too
damped as multiple spheres make contact simultaneously. For polygonal or polyhedral
particles, typical force models consist of damped linear spring based on overlap volume
or maximum overlap distance (Figure 2.3) rather than accounting for the complexity
of the real contact [30, 36–40]. Ellipsoidal and cylindrical particles often make use
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Figure 2.3. The overlapping region between two polyhedral particles
(red) is used as the for the calculation of the contact forces based
on linear spring force model. The force application point is deﬁned
by the center of mass Ci , the overlapping volume V and the direction is deﬁned by integrating the surface normal nA
i over the surface
belonging to particle 1 (bold black line) [30].

of the Hertzian elastic normal force model, but do not always account for the two
diﬀerent radii of curvature at the contact point [10, 14].
Studies investigating the inﬂuence that contact force models have on assemblies
of particles have not been widely examined. Although not looking speciﬁcally at
diﬀerent force models, Freireich et al. [41] showed that changing a given force model’s
parameters, in their case parameters for a damped linear spring normal force model
and a sliding friction tangential force model, did have an eﬀect on some aspects
of particle ﬂow in a rotating drum. The particle kinematics were only aﬀected by
changes to the sliding friction coeﬃcient; however, collision frequency and impact
speed distributions were signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the contact stiﬀness and damping
coeﬃcient.
Of particular interest in this thesis work are the contact force models used for
sphero-cylindrical particles. Spherocylinders are well suited for modeling the needleshaped particles of many active pharmaceutical ingredients as well as some agricultural materials. Previous studies utilizing spherocylinders have either employed
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linear spring [42, 43] or Hertzian [5, 14] normal forces models. Although a Hertzian
model is appropriate for spherocylinders, in these previous instances the contact stiﬀness remained constant, regardless of the local geometry of the contact. For contact
between two spherocylinders, the local contact geometry can be modeled as being
sphere-sphere, sphere-cylinder, and cylinder-cylinder, as well as transitions between
these various types of contacts. Recent work by Kidokoro et al. [44] did account for
the varying stiﬀnesses associated with these various contact geometries but did not
account for transitions. Prior experience by the current author has shown that an
abrupt change in force can occur if a contact transitions from one type to another,
with a corresponding abrupt acceleration (or “explosion”) in the contacting particles.

Figure 2.4. Eﬀect of the number of blade revolutions on ﬁnal average
particle diameter [19].

2.2

Experimental Attrition Studies
A number of experimental studies have been performed to predict the particle size

reduction due to attrition or particle breakage in a cylindrical agitation cell. Lekhal et
al. [18,19] investigated the mean particle size reduction within an agitated ﬁlter dryer
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for cubic crystals of KCl and needle-shaped crystals of L-threonine. They found that
particle size reduction only became signiﬁcant when the material was nearly dry, that
is, less than 2% moisture content. They also observed that the particle size continued
to decrease initially but approached a constant value after a large time (Figure 2.4), as
cubical KCl crystals became rounded enough, or needle-shaped L-threonine crystals
become suﬃciently small, such that the applied loads were no longer suﬃcient to
continue breakage.

Figure 2.5. Laboratory scale glass agitation cell with overlying weight
on top of the particle bed [1].

Using an industrial scale agitated ﬁlter dryer to perform experiments can be both
expensive and tedious. But, the traditional lab scale drying equipment has been
unsuccessful in producing same attrition and agglomeration behavior as the stresses
experienced by the material is an order of magnitude lower at the lab scale. Lamberto
et al. [45] overcame this limitation by using a small agitation cell setup with a load
applied on the particle bed to mimic the weight of overlying material as illustrated in
Figure 2.5. They utilized the reduction in the mean particle size to characterize attrition and ranked materials according to breakage classiﬁcation scale as hard, medium,
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and easy to break. This classiﬁcation was then used as a rough guide for predicting
attrition at larger scales.
Am Ende et al. [46] used a similar experimental setup. They used an FT4 powder
rheometer with a rotating impeller and a normal force was applied on the particle bed
using an external load. Am Ende et al. ranked materials according to their attrition
classiﬁcation and also examined the eﬀect of operating parameters, including blade
speed, agitation time, volume, and applied normal force, on the particle attrition.
They found that the extent of particle attrition increases with blade speed, agitation
time, and normal load, with the normal load being the most important factor.

Figure 2.6. Particle size distributions of API before agitation and
after 7, 30, and 60 min of agitation [1].

In the investigations done by Lamberto et al. [45] and Am Ende et al. [46], the
authors were able to use a lab scale setup to mimic the degree of attrition in actual
setups. Remy et al. [1] further built on these studies and described a new methodology to examine the degree of attrition during scale-up. They reported that particle
attrition of wet API powders was signiﬁcantly lower than that observed for dry API
powders. They also observed that the mean particle size correlates with the amount
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of work done by the impeller blade on the powder bed. For an experiment run for 60
min, they found that most of the particle breakage takes place during ﬁrst 7 min, and
very small amount of breakage occurs in the next 53 min (Figure 2.6), depicting that
particle breakage becomes negligible later as particle size becomes suﬃciently small.
The observations made in this study are consistent with Lekhal et al. [18, 19].
In addition to the agitation cell, previous studies have frequently utilized shear
cells to investigate multi-particle attrition [47–49]. Neil and Bridgewater [50], and
Ghadiri et al. [51] related the extent of attrition to the applied normal stress and
shear strain in a shear cell. Potapov et al. [52] proposed a relationship between the
extent of attrition, and the work done on the sheared particle by the external force.
In summary, a number of experimental investigation on the attrition of particles,
speciﬁcally needle-shaped particles have been done. These studies provide a good understanding of signiﬁcant factors involved in particle attrition and assist in predicting
the overall bulk behavior. However, to comprehensively understand the process of
attrition, particle-level kinematic and dynamic information are required. This information can be obtained from computational modeling of particle attrition. A concise
review of previous computational studies is presented in the following section.

2.3

Computational Attrition Studies
Discrete element method (DEM) based computational modeling is becoming a

popular tool to investigate the breakage and attrition at the particle level. Several
DEM based techniques have been previously developed to model particle attrition, including bonded-sphere method, the sphere replacement method, and particle attrition
prediction method.
In the bonded-sphere method, a ﬁnite number of spheres are bonded together to
achieve the desired particle shape (Figure 2.7) and the bond between these particles
break when the bond load exceeds the bond strength. The bonded-sphere model
has been used by previous researchers to study the breakage of agglomerates due
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Figure 2.7. Bonded-sphere particle models: (a) an actual spherical
particle on the left and its bonded-sphere model on the right; (b) a
realistic particle shape on the left and its bonded-sphere model on the
right [53].

to impact and crushing [54–58]. Of particular interest for the current study are
the large aspect ratio needle-shaped particles. Grof et al. [31, 59] used a combined
DEM and population balance modeling (PBM) approach to study the breakage of
needle-shaped particles, using bonded-sphere model, under uni-axial compression.
This model was used to predict the population balance breakage kernel and daughter
distribution functions. The most important observation from this work is that particle
breakage generally occurred at the midplane of the needle-shaped particles, regardless
of the aspect ratio. Guo et al. [60] used a ﬂexible bonded-sphere model to predict
the breakage of needle-shaped particles in a blade agitated system. They found
that the particle breakage rate increases as the impeller rotational speed, applied lid
pressure, particle-particle friction, and particle-wall friction increases. However, they
observed that the extent of breakage per impeller revolution is independent of the
impeller rotational speed and it is a function of the work performed on the particle
bed consistent with previous observations by Remy et al. [1]. They also found that
the needle-shaped particles mainly broke at the mid-point, similar to the observation
of Grof et al. [31].
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Although, the bonded-sphere method provides the ﬂexibility of generating a wide
variety of complex particle shapes [53] and simplistic sphere-sphere contact detection,
they have some drawbacks associated with them. The major drawback of this method
is that the particle size distribution is limited as breakage is only allowed to take place
at the bonds. To overcome this limitation, it is possible to use more spheres but at
the expense of computational overhead for tracking a large number of constituent
spheres. Also, the bonding of individual particles causes artiﬁcial rough particle
surface [34, 61, 62], and smaller coeﬃcients of restitution [34, 35].

Figure 2.8. Illustration of particle replacement method: parent particle 6 after breakage is replaced by daughter particles a, b, c, and
d [63].

To address the issue of the limited particle size distribution and computational
overhead associated with bonded-sphere model, the sphere replacement method was
proposed [63–65]. In this model, after every time iteration, if the stresses acting on
the particle are less than the particle’s yield strength, the strength of the particle
is reduced by calling a fatigue function. In the scenarios in which the stresses are
more than the particle’s yield strength, the parent particle is replaced by daughter
spheres having a wide particle size distribution (Figure 2.8). The daughter particle
generation is governed by an empirical size distribution obtained from experiments.
While replacing the parent particle with daughter spheres, the mass, momentum, and
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energy are conserved. One limitation of this method is that the crack propagation
and the stress distribution are not resolved.
Another approach taken by previous researchers is attrition prediction method
based on particle stresses, without considering actual particle breakage. Hare et
al. [9] proposed a combined DEM and experimental approach to predict the extent of
breakage in agitated particle beds. They combined their DEM normal stresses and
shear strains with the attrition correlation of Neil and Bridgewater [50] to predict
the extent of attrition within the agitated particle bed. Moreover, they used spherical particles in their study which does not account for the particle shape eﬀects.
In their DEM study, Hua et al. [5] utilized spherocylinders to calculate the internal load and moment distributions within needle-shaped particles in a vertical axis
mixer. They observed that maximum stress occurs along the particle circumference
near the mid-plane, indicating that needle-shaped particles are more prone to breakage at the center. Although they considered smooth spherocylinders, actual particle
breakage model was not implemented in their model. Therefore, how the loading
state of particles would change once particles start breaking is still not properly understood. Therefore, these studies can only be applied to systems with a small extent
of breakage.

2.4

Summary
It is important to investigate the inﬂuence of contact force model on DEM pre-

dictions. Previous studies have used either Hertzian force model or linear spring
force model, without taking into consideration the varying contact stiﬀness for nonspherical particles contacts. It is therefore essential to ﬁrst determine the accuracy
of these simple force models with nonspherical particles before using them for breakage modeling. Prior studies investigating breakage of needle-shaped particles have
focused on developing empirical correlations by examining breakage trends at a bulk
level. Computational models for particle breakage have either used spheres or uti-
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lized bonded-sphere DEM models, which have been shown to produce artiﬁcial surface
roughness leading to large stresses compared to smooth particles. Prior studies using
smooth particle models do not have actual breakage and are not able to predict the
change in the particle stress as particles break.
In this study, the inﬂuence of diﬀerent contact force models on contact characteristics, including contact force, contact duration, collision frequency, and contact
overlap, is ﬁrst investigated. A DEM particle breakage model is developed to predict
the breakage of large aspect ratio needle-shaped particles in an agitation cell. The inﬂuence of particle initial aspect ratio, lid stress, blade rotational speed, particle yield
strength, and particle elastic modulus on the resulting particle aspect ratio, particle
stress, breakage event regions, particle breakage rates, and daughter particle length
distributions are examined in order to get better predictions of particle breakage.
Finally, the particle breakage rates and daughter distribution functions are used in a
population balance model to predict the resulting particle aspect ratio distributions
for longer run times.
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3. THESIS GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of this thesis is to predict the breakage of large aspect ratio needle-shaped
particles in an agitation cell using discrete element method (DEM). The ﬁndings from
this study will help in minimizing the extent of attrition in an agitated ﬁlter dryer
equipment. Although the breakage model developed in the current work focuses on
agitated systems, this model is reasonably applicable to other systems where needleshaped particles are processed. The speciﬁc objectives of the proposed thesis research
are as follows:
1. Investigate how the choice of elastic normal contact force model aﬀects predictions from DEM simulations of spherocylinders. This investigation includes:
• identifying diﬀerent contact scenarios causing a transition in contact forces
• verifying two particle DEM contact forces with ﬁnite element method
(FEM) simulations and deriving smoothening functions utilizing the FEM
data
• modifying the contact area speciﬁc force models by including a smoothening function to resolve the issue of discontinuity in the contact force
• comparison of contact characteristics obtained from the three diﬀerent
force models, a Hertzian force model, linear spring force model, and contact
area speciﬁc modiﬁed force model
• comparison of contact force and normal overlap distributions between a
bonded-sphere model and a smooth spherocylinder model
2. Develop a DEM based solution procedure to model the dynamics and breakage
of a large assembly of rigid, needle-shaped particles. This DEM breakage model
includes:
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• implementation of an eﬃcient coarse contact detection algorithm so that
large assemblies of high aspect ratio particles can be simulated in a reasonable time
• choosing an appropriate contact force model derived from the ﬁrst objective
• choosing an appropriate breakage criterion
• implementation of a state of art algorithm to allow for particle breakage
within the DEM model
• experimental validation of the DEM breakage model
3. Utilize DEM breakage model to predict needle-shaped particle breakage in an
agitation cell. The main aspects of this study include:
• identifying the particle breakage events regions
• studying the local particle aspect ratio in the system
• investigating the eﬀect of particle initial aspect ratio characteristics on the
temporal evolution of particle stresses and resulting particle aspect ratio
distribution characteristics
• performing dimensional analysis to identify the signiﬁcant factors aﬀecting
particle breakage
• performing a parametric study to investigate the impact of dimensionless
parameters obtained from the dimensional analysis on the resulting particle
mean aspect ratio, particle speciﬁc breakage rate, and daughter particle
length distribution
• utilizing the particle speciﬁc breakage rate and daughter particle length
distribution data obtained from the DEM model into a population balance
model
4. Develop analysis tools to:
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• track the particle aspect ratio characteristics as a function of work done
on the particle bed
• track breakage rates for each aspect ratio class as a function of work done
on the particle bed
• track the breakage distribution functions for each aspect ratio class as a
function of work done on the particle bed
• run population balance model simulations by utilizing the results obtained
from the DEM simulations
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4. DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD
The current work uses discrete element method (DEM) model to investigate the
breakage of large aspect ratio needle-shaped particles. This section describes the
DEM methodology and contact detection algorithm used in this study.

Figure 4.1.
A simpliﬁed ﬂowchart of a general discrete element
method simulation work-ﬂow.
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The DEM is a numerical tool for modeling dynamics of granular materials. It is
a Lagrangian approach in which individual particle motion is tracked in time. Particles motion is determined by the forces acting on them, including friction, gravity,
electrostatic, and other contact forces. The DEM was ﬁrst proposed by Cundall and
Starck [66] to study the mechanical behavior of rocks interacting with each other.
Since then, this method has developed rapidly and has been widely used in various
industries, for example, mineral processing, chemical, agriculture, food processing,
pharmaceutical etc [67–72]. In this study, a “soft-particle” DEM model has been
used. This model provides ﬂexibility to incorporate a variety of forces as well as nonspherical particle shapes. In this approach, particles are allowed to overlap with each
other, the degree of overlap is calculated based on the contact detection algorithm.
The interaction forces are directly related to the amount of overlap. Figure 4.1 shows
a simpliﬁed ﬂowchart of a general DEM simulation work-ﬂow.
Contact detection is not only one of the most important steps in any DEM simulation but is also computationally the most expensive. This step is used to determine
whether or not a given particle is in contact with other neighboring particles or
boundaries. Generally, in the DEM simulations, granular particles are assumed to be
spherical to simplify the particle-particle contact detection. But, in reality, granular
particles have diﬀerent sizes and shapes, and it is important to include the particle size
and shape eﬀect to accurately predict the particle kinematics and dynamics [73–77].
Neighboring cell contact detection is a common approach used in DEM [8, 14, 14,
60]. In this approach, the workspace is divided into 3D cells with the size of the
cell being equal to or larger than the biggest particle size used in the simulation. To
determine the particles in contact with a given particle, a list of other particles from
the same cell and the neighboring cells is prepared. This list is further reﬁned by
checking if particles are in true contact. Neighboring cell approach is found to be
very eﬃcient if particles are spherical and are of the same size. But, this method
becomes computationally ineﬃcient for nonspherical particles or particles of diﬀerent
sizes. Of particular interest in this study is breakable large aspect ratio needle-shaped
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Figure 4.2. A 2D illustration of neighboring cell contact detection approach: (a) workspace with spherocylinders divided into rectangular
cells, yellow colored rectangular region indicates the contact detection
neighborhood for particle 1 colored in red; (b) list of particles in the
neighborhood of red colored particle 1, which include particle 2, 5, 8,
and 10; (c) list of particles which are in actual contact with particle
1, which include particle 5 and 10.

particles. The cell size for the large aspect ratio particle will depend on the length
of the biggest particle. This will lead to a relatively larger neighborhood region and
the list of neighboring particles will contain several particles which are not in actual
contact with the given particle of interest. Also, once the particles are allowed to
break, there will be many smaller particles in the neighboring cells which are not in
actual contact with the given particle but will be included in the neighboring list. The
neighboring cells approach for large aspect ratio particles will, therefore, make the
DEM simulations computationally very expensive. A 2D illustration of neighboring
cells approach for spherocylinders is shown in Figure 4.2. In this ﬁgure, yellow colored
region denotes the neighborhood for a given particle (here particle 1). Particles 2, 5,
8, and 10 are located in the neighborhood of particle 1. These particles are stored
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in the potential contact list of particle 1. Further reﬁnement of potential contact list
gives the particles in actual contact, particle 5 and 10, with the particle 1.

Figure 4.3. A 2D illustration of sweep and prune method for two
spherocylinders (particle 1 and particle 2). Both the particles have
rectangular bounding boxes around them, which are projected on x
and y axes. The overlapping regions of particle’s projection on both
the axes are represented using a bold green line.

To overcome the inability of neighboring cell approach to handling needle-shaped
particles eﬃciently, a new contact detection algorithm called sweep and prune (SAP)
has been implemented in the in-house DEM code. The SAP is a very popular algorithm used in the gaming and animation industry where contact detection for nonspherical particles is commonly encountered [78–82]. In this algorithm, instead of
creating cells, bounding boxes are drawn around each particle. Two particles in
contact with each other if the projections of the bounding boxes on the x, y, and
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Figure 4.4. Spring and dashpot representation of particle-particle
contact forces, (a) normal contact force, (b) tangential contact force.

z axes overlap with each other. The overlapping pairs are determined by sorting
the upper (maximum) bounds and lower (minimum) bounds of the bounding boxes.
The SAP algorithm also utilizes the temporal coherence, given that the DEM time
step is very small, the particles do not translate signiﬁcantly between two simulation
steps. Because of that, at each time step, the sorted lists of upper and lower bounds
can be updated with relatively few computational operations. This means that the
sorted lists of upper and lower bound of the bounding boxes are almost-sorted at
every time step. Sorting algorithms, such as insertion sort, which is very eﬃcient in
sorting almost-sorted lists should be used for this operation. An illustration of 2D
SAP methodology is shown in Figure 4.3. In this ﬁgure, there are two particles with
bounding boxes around them. The maximum and the minimum bounds of both the
boxes are projected on the x and y axes. The overlapping regions on both axes are
denoted by bold green lines. When particles are in actual contact with each other,
their projections on all the axes overlap with each other. Additionally, SAP algorithm is easier to parallelize compared to the neighboring cell method. A speed-up
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of 5x was obtained with 10,000 spherocylinders with SAP algorithm compared to the
neighboring cell method.
After determining the neighboring particles which are potentially in contact, local particle geometry based complex ﬁne contact detection algorithms are used to
calculate the particle overlap [44]. These overlaps are then used in DEM contact
force models to calculate the resultant contact forces. The contact force models are
generally based on spring and dashpot model. A detailed description of various force
models is given in the following Chapter 5. The spring and dashpot representation
of the normal and tangential force between two particles in contact is shown in Figure 4.4. Once the forces acting on each particle is obtained, Newton’s 2nd law is
applied to calculate particle accelerations. In the following step, particle accelerations are integrated with respect to time to obtain new particle states, including
translational velocity, rotational velocity, particle position, and particle orientation,
at the next time step. A detailed description of these steps for nonspherical particles
could be found in [15, 43, 83–85]. A stopping criterion can be speciﬁed to determine
whether or not simulation ends. Unless the stopping criterion is met the simulation
will loop through all the simulation steps again.
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5. INFLUENCE OF CONTACT FORCE MODELS
It is important to determine how the choice of contact force model aﬀects the prediction from DEM simulations of nonspherical particles, speciﬁcally, in this study
spherocylinders. In particular, this study focuses on investigating the inﬂuence of
the elastic component of the normal force. Three contact force models are examined:
(1) a Hertzian model (HFM ) using a constant stiﬀness based on a sphere-sphere
contact; (2) a constant stiﬀness linear spring model (LFM ); and (3) and a detailed
model accounting for the diﬀerent contact scenarios (MFM ) based on local radii of
curvature. Simulations using glued-sphere particles are also included as a point of
comparison. In addition to two particle studies, static and dynamic particle assemblies are examined. Predictions of normal force, maximum overlap, contact duration,
and orientation distributions are compared as well as bed packing fractions and blade
torques. Section 5.1 describes diﬀerent force models, transition types, and resolution
to the discontinuity in the contact force. Section 5.2 provides a description of diﬀerent
system geometries and measurement algorithms used in this study. Section 5.3 describes the model validation studies. Section 5.4 presents results from the simulations
along with the corresponding discussion.

5.1

Force Models
The force models are classiﬁed based on the contact areas. For spherocylinder

geometry, the contact area can be circular, elliptical, or rectangular, depending on
how two particles interact with each other. Force model for each contact area type
is described in this section. The direction of the normal force and point of application of normal force for diﬀerent spherocylinder contact scenarios have been brieﬂy
discussed. Additionally, transitions between contact areas and resolution to the dif-
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ferent transition types is described. In the end, the dissipative force models used for
dynamic multi-particle DEM simulations have been described.

5.1.1

Hertzian Circular and Elliptical Contact Areas

The Hertzian model for elastic normal contact between two non-conforming bodies
is commonly used in DEM simulations. A brief review of this model is presented here
for convenience. The reader is referred to the text by Johnson [86] for details. The
geometry at the point of contact is characterized by two principal radii of curvature
for each of the two contacting bodies: R1 , R10 , R2 , and R20 corresponding to principal
axes P1 , P10 , P2 , and P20 , as shown in Figure 5.1. Note that R1 = R2 and R10 = R20
only for the case of spheres. In general, the principal axes are not aligned and instead
are inclined at an angle β with respect to one another. Under normal load the bodies
deform and an elliptical contact area is formed with major and minor semi-axes a
and b, respectively.
The elastic normal force for this elliptical contact area is,
Felastic = kHertz δn3/2 φ−3/2 ,

(5.1)

where δn is the maximum overlap for the contact and the constant kHertz is,
p
4
kHertz = Eeq Req .
3

(5.2)

The equivalent elastic modulus Eeq for the contact is,
(1 − ν12 ) (1 − ν22 )
=
+
E2
E1


Eeq

−1
,

(5.3)

with E and ν being the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively, and the
subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the two particles involved in the contact. The equivalent
radius of the contact area Req is,
1
,
Req = √
2 AB

(5.4)
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Figure 5.1. Contact geometry between two bodies with principal axes
for body 1 (x1 , y1 , z) and principal axes for body 2 (x2 , y2 , z).

where the parameters A and B account for the geometry of the contact and are given
by,
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(5.5)

(5.6)

The corresponding contact ellipse area (Acontact ) and eccentricity (e) are, respectively,
Acontact = πab,

(5.7)
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and,
 4/3
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2

(5.8)

The quantity φ in Equation (5.1) is a factor that accounts for the geometry of the
elliptical contact area and involves evaluation of elliptic integrals. Since evaluating
elliptic integrals within a DEM simulation is computationally expensive, the simpler
approximation by Hale [87] is used instead,
" 
#1.531
0.0684
B
φ=1−
−1
.
A

(5.9)

Figure 5.2. Examples of the diﬀerent contact area scenarios between
two spherocylinders and a spherocylinder and a wall.
This Hertzian model is applied in the present work speciﬁcally for spherocylinders. Five diﬀerent basic contact geometries can occur when two spherocylinders are
in contact: sphere-sphere, cylinder-cylinder with perpendicular, skewed, or parallel
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axes, and sphere-cylinder. For a spherocylinder and a wall, there are two contact scenarios: sphere-wall and cylinder-wall. These scenarios are shown in Figure 5.2. The
basic contact geometries are considered in the following paragraphs while transitions
between these contact scenarios are discussed in Section 5.1.3.
For two spherocylinders with identical cross-sectional diameters D (Figure 1.2),
the principal radii of curvature for the hemispherical caps are R = R0 = D/2 and for
the cylindrical body, R = D/2 and R0 → ∞. For a wall, R, R0 → ∞. Evaluating
Equation (5.5) and Equation (5.6) for contact between two hemispheres, a hemisphere
and a wall, and two cylinders with perpendicular axes (β = 90◦ ) results in A = B
and, hence, from Equation (5.8), circular contact areas (denoted with a “C” in Figure 5.2). In addition, the correction factor φ (Equation (5.9)) equals one for this
circular-area case. For two sphero-cylindrical particles contacting along their cylindrical bodies, but with 0 < β < 90◦ , the contact area is elliptical and is denoted with
the abbreviation “E1”. A cylinder-sphere contact also produces an elliptical contact
area and is identiﬁed using an “E2” abbreviation. Lastly, a parallel cylinder-wall or
cylinder-cylinder contact (β = 0) produces a rectangular contact area (identiﬁed with
an “R”). The rectangular contact area cases are not modeled using the previously
described Hertzian relations and are addressed separately in Section 5.1.2. There
are also transitions between these various contact geometries that are non-Hertzian.
These are discussed in Section 5.1.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3. Two parallel spherocylinders in contact. (a) Schematic
showing that the contact overlap is uniform over the contact area.
(b) Two-dimensional projection of the contact area illustrating its
rectangular shape with semi-circular ends. The contact length (Lc ) is
approximated as Lcyl + w.
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5.1.2

Rectangular Contact Areas

A rectangular contact area occurs between two spherocylinders with parallel axes
(β = 0) or between a spherocylinder parallel to a wall. This type of contact is
conformal and thus the Hertzian model described previously is inappropriate. Instead,
the linear spring model originally proposed by Lundberg [88], and later reviewed by
Norden [89] and Puttock and Thwaite [90], is applied. This linear force model assumes
that the normal overlap is uniform over the contact region as shown in Figure 5.3a.
The elastic normal force for this case is,
Felastic = krect δn ,

(5.10)

where the contact stiﬀness is,
krect =

πLc Eeq
.
{1.8864 + loge [Lc /(2w)]}

(5.11)

In the stiﬀness equation, Lc is the length of the contact area and w is the contact
width,
s
w=

4Felastic Req
.
πLc Eeq

(5.12)

Note that the contact width is a function of the elastic force and thus the force for
a rectangular contact area must be found either via iteration or by using a curve ﬁt
to the force-overlap relation determined over a range of contact lengths and widths.
The former approach is used in the present work.
For spherocylinders, the contact area is not, in fact, a perfect rectangle, but
instead is a two-dimensional projection of a spherocylinder as shown in Figure 5.3b.
Therefore, in the DEM rectangular contact area force calculation, the length of the
rectangular contact area is corrected by adding to it the contact width w.

5.1.3

Transitions Between Basic Contact Cases

In addition to the previously discussed “basic” cases, transition between these
cases must also be considered. When these transitions are not accounted for, a sudden
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change in the contact force values may nonphysically accelerate a particle to such high
speeds that the particle can pass through other particles and the domain wall.

Figure 5.4. Summary of transition types between two spherocylinders
and between a spherocylinder and a wall.
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To facilitate discussion of these transitions, the following naming convention is
deﬁned: Ti↔j means transition between contact area type i and contact area type j.
For example, the transition between a circular contact area (C) and elliptical contact
area 1 (E1) is referred to as TC↔E1 . Figure 5.4 summarizes the four transition types
that occur for contact between two spherocylinders and between a spherocylinder and
a wall. The particles are shown in green and the contact areas are shown in red. A
computer aided drafting software package (SolidWorks 2014 x64 Edition) has been
used to visualize the contact areas.
The transitions in the table are illustrated with the top particle either translating
or rotating while the bottom particle or wall is ﬁxed. The normal overlap magnitude
remains constant in the examples. For transition TC↔E2 , the top particle translates
over the bottom particle. The initial contact is between the two hemispherical caps
(circular contact area C), but transitions to a hemispherical cap-cylindrical body
contact (elliptical contact area E2). The contact area in the transition region is a
combination of a circle (hemisphere-hemisphere) and ellipse (hemisphere-cylinder).
Transition TE1↔R occurs between two spherocylinders when the angle β for an
initially skewed cylinder-cylinder contact (elliptical contact area E1) approaches zero
and becomes a rectangular contact area (R). In the current work, the transition to
a rectangular contact area is assumed to occur when β ≤ 15◦ . At these small angles,
the major axis of the contact ellipse is much larger than the minor axis and the
assumption of a rectangular contact area is a reasonable one. Note that the elliptic
integral approximation given in Equation (5.9) becomes increasingly inaccurate as the
angle β approaches zero, further motivating the assumption of a rectangular contact
area at these small angles.
Transition TC↔R occurs when an initial hemisphere-hemisphere contact (circular
contact area C) becomes a rectangular contact area (R) as the top particle rotates
about the point of contact to lie ﬂat on the bottom particle or wall. During the
transition, which occurs at small angles between approximately zero and 3◦ for the
current case, the contact area is a combination of a circle and an ellipse.
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Lastly, transition TE2↔R is similar to transition TC↔R with the only diﬀerence
being that the initial state is a hemisphere-cylinder contact (with contact area E2). As
the top particle rotates toward the bottom particle or wall toward a ﬁnal rectangular
contact area (R), the transition contact area becomes a combination of two diﬀerent
ellipses. As with transition TC↔R , the transition region occurs at small angles, e.g.,
< 3◦ .

5.1.4

Direction and Point of Application of the Normal Force

There are two other factors that should be considered when accurate force information is sought from a DEM simulation for nonspherical particles. The ﬁrst factor
is the direction of the normal force and the second is the point of application. For
spheres, the direction of the normal force is along the line joining the centers of the
two contacting spheres and the point of application is where maximum overlap occurs. However, for non-spherical particles, the direction and the point of application
depend on the local geometry of the contact. For diﬀerent contact areas, the pressure
distribution will be diﬀerent and the direction and the point of application should be
calculated from this pressure distribution.
One way to determine the force direction and point of application is to precalculate all of the contact areas for a particular particle shape and then perform
FEM simulations for each contact area to get pressure distributions. Once pressure
distribution data is available, the direction and the point of application can be calculated and saved in a look-up table. Obviously, preparation of such a table could be
computationally expensive, depending on the particle shapes involved.
For the contacting spherocylinders considered in the present work, the force direction and point of application are well deﬁned for all of the contact area types (C,
E1, E2, R) and as well as for transitions TC↔E2 and TE1↔R . For contact area C, the
direction of the normal force is a unit vector parallel to the vector joining the centers
of the two hemispheres. For contact areas, E1, R, and TE1↔R , the direction of the
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normal force is a unit vector parallel to the vector perpendicular to both axes of the
spherocylinders in contact. For contact areas E2 and TC↔E2 , the direction of the
normal force is a unit vector parallel to the vector from the hemisphere center of one
spherocylinder intersecting perpendicularly to the axis of the other spherocylinder.
The force direction and point of application are not well deﬁned for transitions TC↔R
and TE2↔R . For these cases, the current work assumes the force direction perpendicularly intersects the axes of the two particles and the point of application is at the
point of maximum overlap.

5.1.5

Resolution to Transition Cases

Closed form solutions for the elastic normal contact force for the transition cases
are not available. In this work, simple algebraic expressions are proposed to continuously transition from one contact type to another. To aid in developing these
expressions, quasi-static FEM simulations, described in Section 5.2.1, are used. The
transition functions proposed here are independent of the spherocylinder aspect ratio
and were empirically chosen to ﬁt the force curve from the FEM simulations.
For transition TC↔E2 , a transition region is deﬁned at the interface of the hemisphere and the cylinder with black hash-lines, as shown in Figure 5.5. In Region 1,
where x < x1 , the contact area is circular. In Region 2, (marked with black hash
lines) where x1 <= x <= x3 , the contact area is a mixture of a circle and an ellipse.
In Region 3, where x > x3 , the contact area is elliptical. Region 2 is the buﬀer region
where none of the standard force models are applicable; therefore, an empiricallyﬁt transition function, given in Equation (5.13), has been used in this region. The
force in the transition region, F2t , is bounded between the force values calculated
at the boundaries between the transition region and regions 1 and 3, F1t and F3t ,
respectively, calculated at the same normal overlap. A linear function is proposed
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Figure 5.5. Schematic of a spherocylinder showing the transition
region for transition TC↔E2 .

to continuously transition between the region 1 (circular contact area) and region 3
(elliptical contact area) contact forces,
F2t = mx + c,

(5.13)

F3t − F1t
,
x3 − x1

(5.14)

c = F1t − mx1 .

(5.15)

with the slope,
m=
and intercept,

The x-coordinates of the boundaries between the transition region and regions 1 and
3 are,
lt
,
2
lt
x3 = x 2 + ,
2

x1 = x 2 −

(5.16)
(5.17)

where x2 is the x-coordinate of the interface between the hemisphere and the cylinder
and lt is the length of the transition region. Since the transition region length is
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a function of the overlap but independent of aspect ratio, a constant value of lt =
2.25e − 03L is used in the current work. This value was found via trial and error to
give satisfactory results.
For transition TE1↔R , an exponential transition function is used when the acute
angle between the two particle axes, θ, is less than 15◦ ,
Fθ = F0 − (F0 − c) [1 − exp( − kθ )] ,

(5.18)

c = 0.85F15◦ ,

(5.19)



1
F0 − c
k=
ln
.
0.26179
F15◦ − c

(5.20)

where,

and,

The parameter Fθ is the force at angle θ, F0 is the force at θ = 0 (rectangular contact
area) at the same overlap, and F15◦ is the force at an angle of θ = 15◦ (elliptical
contact area) at the same overlap. Note that in the denominator in the expression
for k, 15◦ = 0.26179 rad. An exponential function was chosen based on FEM force
predictions in this transition region.
For transition TC↔R and transition TE2↔R , another exponential function is used,
h
 √ i
Fθ = F0 − (F0 − c) 1 − exp −k θ ,

(5.21)

c = 0.95F3◦ ,

(5.22)



1
F0 − c
k=√
ln
.
F3◦ − c
0.05236

(5.23)

where,

and,

This transition function is used at small acute angles between the particle axes:
θ < 3◦ = 0.05236 rad. The force F0 is the force at the same overlap when θ = 0
(rectangular contact area) and F3◦ is the force at the same overlap when θ = 3◦ (either
circular C or elliptical E2 contact area). The coeﬃcient c is chosen based on a curve
ﬁt from FEM simulations. All of the transition functions given in Equations (5.13),
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(5.18), and (5.21) are independent of contacting particles’ aspect ratios and were
arbitrarily chosen to ﬁt the force curve from the FEM simulations.

5.1.6

Linear Spring

Another common elastic normal force model is the constant stiﬀness linear spring.
In this model, the elastic normal force is,
Felastic = klinear δn ,

(5.24)

where klinear is the linear contact stiﬀness. Various methods for determining the value
of this parameter have been proposed, most of which equate some aspect of the contact
to a Hertzian contact. For example, the anticipated maximum contact overlap [91],
the anticipated maximum elastic strain energy [92] or the binary collision duration [91]
have all been used to determine the linear spring stiﬀness. In the current work, klinear
is chosen such that the overlap caused by the weight of Np particles resting on top of
the bottom particle is equal to the overlap that would occur if the linear spring was
replaced by a Hertzian spring, assuming a circular contact area (Equation (5.25)),
i.e.,
Np Mp1 g = klinear δn = kHertz δn3/2 ,

(5.25)

where Mp1 is the mass of a particle and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Solving
for the linear spring stiﬀness in terms of the Hertzian spring stiﬀness,
� 2
1/3
klinear = kHertz
NMg
.

(5.26)

The value for Np was set equal to 20 since the static bed assembly modeled in the
current studies was approximately 20 particles deep.

5.1.7

Dissipative Force Models

In addition to an elastic force component, normal force models also include a
dissipative force component. Although the inﬂuence that this aspect of a normal force
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model has on DEM results is not part of the current studies, it is necessary to describe
the dissipative models used here in the dynamic particle assembly simulations.
The circular contact area Hertzian elastic model is often coupled with the nonlinear dissipative model proposed by Tsuji et al. [24],
Fdissipative = bn δ˙n δn1/4 ,

(5.27)

where bn is a dissipation constant and δ˙n is the relative speed in the normal direction
of the contact. The dissipation constant is given by,
s
5kHertz Meq
bn = − log(ε)
,
(log(ε))2 + π 2

(5.28)

where ε is the coeﬃcient of restitution for the contact and the eﬀective mass of the
contact is,

Meq =

1
1
+
M1 M2

−1
.

(5.29)

Note that the Tsuji et al. model results in a constant coeﬃcient of restitution, regardless of impact speed. The total normal contact force for this circular area case is
simply the sum of the elastic and dissipative components,
Ftotal = Felastic + Fdissipative .

(5.30)

For elliptical contact areas the dissipative normal force proposed by Zheng et
al. [93], which was originally proposed for viscoelastic ellipsoidal particles, is used.
This dissipative force is given by,
Req δn δ˙n φ−3/2 ,

(5.31)

(1 − 2ν)(1 + ν) 
η1 
C =
2η2 +
.
E
3

(5.32)

Fdissipative = 2C ν E

p

where,
ν

Note that the previous equation assumes that the elastic moduli E and Poisson’s
ratios ν of the two contacting particles are identical. The parameters η1 and η2 are
the coeﬃcients of viscosity, which are related to the shear and bulk deformation,
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respectively [93]. The quantity φ in Equation (5.31) is a factor that accounts for
the geometry of the elliptical contact area and involves evaluation of elliptic integrals
and is calculated using the simple approximation given in Equation (5.9). The total
normal force for the elliptical contact area case is,
Ftotal = Felastic + κFdissipative ,

(5.33)

where κ is a modifying factor derived in Zheng et al. [94],
�

κ = 0.8 + 26ν 3



η2
η1

−0.5 

δn
Req

0.04
.

(5.34)

A constant coeﬃcient of restitution, with a value identical to what was used in the
Tsuji et al. [24] model, was used to evaluate the bulk and shear viscosities, similar
to the approach used by Stevens and Hrenya [26]. Note that there is no published
dissipative normal force model for a rectangular contact area; therefore, the dissipative
force model for a circular contact area, Equation (5.27), is used here instead.
The most common dissipative force model for the linear spring elastic force is a
linear dashpot in parallel with the spring,
Fdissipative = blinear δ˙n .

(5.35)

The constant blinear is given by,
s
blinear = −(log ε)

4klinear Meq
.
(log ε)2 + π 2

(5.36)

The sum of the linear elastic spring and linear dashpot force models results in a
constant coeﬃcient of restitution.

5.2

System Geometries
This section describes the three systems used to compare the force models de-

scribed in the previous section. The ﬁrst set of simulations consists of two spherocylinders in contact scenarios emphasizing diﬀerent contact areas and transitions. Normal
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force values from these DEM simulations are compared to results from corresponding
two-particle FEM simulations. The second set of DEM simulations compares normal
force distributions, overlap distributions, and packing fractions from static assemblies
of spherocylinders in a cylindrical container. Glued-sphere particles are also investigated in these simulations. The third set of simulations involve spherocylinders in
a cylinder stirred by a vertical-axis mixing blade. In these simulations, the normal
force distributions, collision duration distributions, and blade torques are compared.

5.2.1

Two-particle Simulations

Two-particle DEM simulations using spherocylinders were performed for each
transition type listed in Figure 5.4. The material properties and other simulation
parameters are listed in Table 5.1. The minimum distance separating the two particles, Ln , is held constant in these simulations as shown in Figure 5.6. The elastic
normal forces predicted from the simulations are compared to results from FEM simulations, which are described in the following paragraph.
Table 5.1. Material properties and simulation parameters used in the
two-particle DEM and FEM simulations.
Particle length (L)

22.225e − 03 m

Particle diameter (D)

3.175e − 03 m

Particle aspect ratio (AR)

7

Particle density (ρp )

1384.3 kg/m3

Particle Young’s modulus (Ep )

1e09 Pa

Wall Young’s modulus (Ew )

1e09 Pa

Particle Poisson’s ratio (νp )

0.3

Wall Poisson’s ratio (νw )

0.3

Minimum separation distance (Ln )

3.125e − 03 m

Speed of the moving particle (Vp )

0.5 m/s

Angular speed of the rotating particle (Ωp )

10π rad/s

DEM simulation time step (Δt)

3e − 07 s
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.6. Schematics of the four contact scenarios used in the
two-particle simulations, showing the minimum distance Ln . (a)
Hemisphere-hemisphere contact with Ln being the radial distance between two hemispherical centers. (b) Hemisphere-cylinder contact
with Ln being the perpendicular distance between the axis of particle 1 and hemispherical center of particle 2. (c) Cylinder-cylinder
contact with Ln being the perpendicular distance between the two
particle axes. (d) Particle-wall hemisphere-cylinder contact with Ln
being the perpendicular distance between the particle’s hemispherical
center and the wall.

The commercial FEM solver Abaqus (standard implicit Version 6.14, Dassault
Systémes) is used to perform three-dimensional, quasi-static FEM simulations of the
same two-particle contact scenarios investigated using the DEM simulations. The
contacts are assumed to be frictionless and involve Hookian elastic materials. The
computational meshes in the vicinity of the contact are reﬁned to capture the forces
accurately and mesh independence studies were performed for each contact scenario
to ensure computational accuracy. In the FEM simulations, the dynamic particle
does not actually move, but instead a series of static FEM simulations are performed
at diﬀerent positions and orientations, mimicking the quasi-static movement of the
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dynamic particle. As the present focus is on normal elastic forces, this quasi-static
approximation is a reasonable one.
Table 5.2. Material properties and simulation parameters used in the
multi-particle DEM simulations.

5.2.2

Particle length (L)

22.225e − 03 m

Particle diameter (D)

3.175e − 03 m

Particle aspect ratio (AR)

7

Number of particles used for static simulations

2500

Number of particles used for dynamic simulations

1500

Particle density for spherocylinder (ρp )

1384.3 kg/m3

Particle density for glued-spheres with 13 spheres (ρp13 )

1496 kg/m3

Particle density for glued-spheres with 7 spheres (ρp7 )

1977.8 kg/m3

Boundary density (ρb )

1384.3 kg/m3

Particle Young’s modulus (Ep )

1e06 Pa

Shear viscosity coeﬃcient (η1 )

70 Pa.s

Bulk viscosity coeﬃcient (η2 )

75 Pa.s

Boundary Young’s modulus (Eb )

1e06 Pa

Coeﬃcient of restitution (ε)

0.6

Particle-particle static friction coeﬃcient (µpp )

0.11

Particle-boundary static friction coeﬃcient (µpb )

0.171

Particle-blade static friction coeﬃcient (µpblade )

0.16

Particle-cylinder base static friction coeﬃcient (µpbase )

0.45

Particle Poisson’s ratio (νp )

0.3

Boundary Poisson’s ratio (νb )

0.3

Angular speed of the rotating blade (ω)

3.14 rad/s

DEM simulation time step (Δt)

3e − 05 s

Global damping coeﬃcient (d)

0.02 kg/s

Multi-particle Static and Dynamic DEM Simulations

To examine the eﬀects of diﬀerent force models on multi-particle systems, DEM
simulations were performed in static and dynamic systems. These simulations used
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both spherocylinders and glued-sphere particle models. The material properties and
parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 5.2. All spherocylinder simulations were run using an in-house DEM code while the glued-sphere simulations were
run using the open-source DEM solver LIGGGHTS (v3.3.1) [95].

Figure 5.7. Schematic of the cylindrical container used for the static
DEM simulations.

In the static DEM simulations, 2500 particles were generated with random positions and orientations within a cylindrical column starting at the column base and
were allowed to settle under gravity onto a ﬁxed horizontal base as shown in Figure 5.7. The spherocylinder simulations were run using the three elastic normal force
models described in Section 5.1, i.e., the modiﬁed Hertzian force model with transitions, a linear overlap force model, and a Hertzian force model assuming circular
contact areas. The glued-sphere simulations, which used the default (circular contact
area) Hertz elastic normal force model in LIGGGHTS, used particles with either 7 or
13 constituent spheres (Figure 5.8). Note that in order to keep the particle masses
the same between the spherocylinders and glued-sphere particles, the glued-sphere
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particle densities were adjusted slightly to account for the diﬀerences in particle volumes. None of these simulations employed contact damping or a tangential contact
force, although a global damping force was used in all of the simulations in order to
bring the particles to rest. This global damping force was given by,
Fglobal damping = −dv,

(5.37)

where d is the global damping coeﬃcient and v is the particle’s center of mass velocity
in a global frame of reference.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8. Glued-spheres particle models used to represent a spherocylinder. (a) Seven constituent spheres. (b) Thirteen constituent
spheres.

Each static simulation was run ﬁve times and averages of the elastic normal force,
normal overlap, and orientation distributions at the ﬁnal state were determined. The
average packing fraction of the assembly was also calculated. The orientations of
particle axes were reported in a spherical coordinate system using polar and azimuthal
angles.
In the dynamic DEM simulations, 1500 particles were introduced into a cylindrical
container using the same algorithm used in static particle bed simulations. However,
in the dynamic simulations, a vertical shaft with two ﬂat mixing blades was present,
as shown in Figure 5.9. In these dynamic simulations, only spherocylinder particles
were used (no glued-sphere particles). In addition to the elastic normal force models
described in Section 5.1, the dissipative normal force models described in Section 5.1.7
included. Moreover, a simple Coulomb sliding friction force was implemented in the
tangential direction,
Ffriction = −µ|Fn |ŝ,

(5.38)
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where µ is the sliding friction coeﬃcient, Fn is the total normal force, and ŝ is the
unit vector in the direction of the relative velocity of the particle of interest with
respect to the other particle. Global damping was not included in these simulations.

Figure 5.9. Schematic of the cylindrical container with mixing blades
used in the dynamic DEM simulations.

Simulations were allowed to reach a steady state, which usually took a couple of
revolutions, before measurements were collected. Time averaged distributions of the
elastic normal force, collision duration, and normal speciﬁc impact energy

5.3

Model Validation
The current work was validated by comparing the blade torque and the particle

orientation distribution with previously published experimental and computational
results. For these comparisons, the simulation parameters and the material properties
were taken from Hua et al. [14]
The time-averaged torque on the blades of a stirred-bed multi-particle system is
compared to the experiments performed by Hua et al. [14] (Figure 5.10). The simula-
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of blade torque values for the three diﬀerent
force models with experimental results from Hua et al. [14].

tion blade torque values are nearly identical to the experimental results irrespective
of the type of contact force model used.
Time-averaged probability distributions of the angle between the e principal orientation axes of the particles and the local velocity vectors were generated for the
three force models investigated here (Figure 5.11). The red band given in Figure 5.11
is the range of angles reported in the literature by Börzsönyi et al. [96], Guo et al. [8],
and Hua et al. [14]. A mode in the probability distributions is observed at nearly the
same angle of 15◦ for the three diﬀerent force models. Previous studies, both experimental [96] and computational [8, 14] have observed similar trends where the major
axes of the particles are inclined at approximately 10◦ to 20◦ to the local velocity
vectors.
These comparisons show that (a) the current models compare well to previously
published data, and (b) the force models do not have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the bulk
properties, such as the blade torque and the particle orientation. These ﬁndings are
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Figure 5.11. Time-averaged probability distributions of the angle
between the principal orientation axes of the particles and the local
velocity vectors for the three force models investigated here. The red
band is the range of angles reported in the literature by Börzsönyi et
al. [96], Guo et al. [8], and Hua et al. [14].

consistent with the observations made from multi-particle static and dynamic DEM
simulations described in the following section.

5.4

Results
Results from the two-particle, static bed, and dynamic bed simulations are pre-

sented in this section. For convenience, the abbreviations MFM, HFM, and LFM
are used to indicate the modiﬁed Hertzian force model, circular-area Hertzian force
model, and the linear overlap force model, respectively.

5.4.1

Two-particle System

The two-particle DEM and FEM simulations were run for the diﬀerent transition
types listed in Figure 5.4 and the elastic normal force values were compared. An
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12. Two-particle FEM simulation for transition TC↔E2 . (a)
Two spherocylinders with a zoomed-in image of the contact region.
(b) Contact pressure spatial distribution on the vertical particle at the
contact locations shown in the neighboring images. Pressure increases
from blue to red.

example from an FEM simulation for transition TC↔E2 is shown in Figure 5.12, where
the vertical particle moves along the length of the horizontal particle. The contact
area starts as a small diameter circle during hemisphere-hemisphere contact, grows in
size as the contact overlap increases, then becomes a mixture of circular and elliptical
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contact areas when the contact point reaches the interface of the hemisphere and the
cylinder. Finally, the contact area becomes an ellipse when the hemisphere of the
vertical particle contacts the cylinder of the horizontal particle.
Figure 5.13 plots the elastic normal force for transition scenario TC↔E2 . The
normal overlap increases as the two hemispheres ﬁrst make contact then progresses
to where the contact point reaches the interface at which the hemisphere is attached to
the cylinder. At this point, the overlap remains constant due to hemisphere-cylinder
contact and, hence, the elastic normal force becomes constant. The MFM and HFM
models give identical results during the hemisphere-hemisphere portion of the contact
since a circular contact area results. These results also match the FEM predictions
well (the symbols in the plot). In the hemisphere-cylinder portion of the contact, the
HFM model substantially under-predicts the FEM result while the MFM gives only
a slight over-prediction. Without the transition curve ﬁt (Equation (5.13)) in the
MFM model, a discontinuity in the force occurs during the transition from a circular
to an elliptical contact area, which would cause a sudden, large acceleration, i.e., an
”explosion”, in the DEM simulation as the contact force abruptly increases.
The simulation results for transition TE1↔R are shown in Figure 5.14. The MFM
model with the transition function Equation (5.18) matches the FEM predictions
well through the entire range of angles between the particles. Without the transition
function, a large magnitude discontinuity in the force occurs as the contact area
transitions from elliptical to rectangular. The HFM prediction is good when the
angle between particles is 90◦ , corresponding to a circular contact area, but becomes
increasingly worse (under-predicts) as the angle between the two particles approaches
zero. The magnitude of the error increases rapidly for angle magnitudes less than
approximately 20◦ .
Figure 5.15 plots the elastic normal force for transition TC↔R between two particles. Similar to the previous transition (TE1↔R ), the HFM and MFM models give
similar results over most of the range of angles, except for small angles (< 0.5◦ ) where
the force increases rapidly as a rectangular contact area is approached. In this region
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of the elastic normal force values between
DEM and FEM for transition TC↔E2 .

Figure 5.14. Comparison of the elastic normal force values between
DEM and FEM for transition TE1→R .

of rapid change, the MFM model with the transition function given by Equation (5.21)
matches the FEM results well while the HFM model signiﬁcantly under-predicts the
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Figure 5.15. Comparison of the elastic normal force values between
DEM and FEM for transition TC↔R .

force magnitude. Identical trends (plots not shown) are observed for transition TC↔R
for a particle-wall contact and for transition TE2↔R , although for the latter case the
rapid increase in contact force occurs for angles less than approximately 1◦ .
The comparisons shown in this section clearly demonstrate that a force model that
does not account for the change in contact area geometry, i.e., the HFM model, can
give signiﬁcant errors in the force predictions. Although not speciﬁcally investigated
here, the LFM would suﬀer from the same problem since it does not take into account
the contact geometry explicitly. Moreover, transition functions between changing
contact areas are needed in order to avoid signiﬁcant force discontinuities.

5.4.2

Static Bed Simulations

Figure 5.16 shows snapshots from several static bed DEM simulations. The frequency distributions of the elastic normal forces and normal overlap magnitudes from
the static bed multi-particle DEM simulations are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18,
respectively. Interestingly, the force distributions, normalized by the weight of a
single particle, are nearly identical regardless of contact force model or whether sphe-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.16. Snapshots from several static bed DEM simulations
using (a) spherocylinders, (b) glued-sphere with seven constituent
spheres, and (c) glued-sphere with 13 constituent spheres.

rocylinders or glued-sphere particles are used. However, the overlap distributions,
normalized by the cross-sectional diameter of a particle, are diﬀerent, especially for
the LFM. The force distribution insensitivity to force model type is due to the fact
that for frictionless particles located along a given horizontal plane, the weight of
the material sitting above this plane must be supported by the particles just below
it. As long as the packing of material is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent (discussed in the
following paragraph), then the load supported per particle will be approximately the
same and the resulting normal force distributions will be nearly identical. Since the
normal overlap is a function of the eﬀective contact stiﬀness and normal force, diﬀerent overlap distributions will occur since the eﬀective contact stiﬀnesses are diﬀerent
for the diﬀerent models. For the spherocylinder particles, the HFM model gives the
largest average normal overlap while LFM gives the smallest. Hence, the HFM has a
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smaller eﬀective stiﬀness than either the MFM or LFM models. Although not investigated in the present work, it is hypothesized that incorporating a tangential contact
force model, speciﬁcally one that is a function of the normal force, such as a simple
Coulomb sliding friction model, will not signiﬁcantly change the trends observed here.

Figure 5.17. Normalized elastic normal force frequency distributions
for the static bed DEM simulations using diﬀerent elastic normal force
models and particle shape models.

Table 5.3. Average packing fractions ± one standard deviation for
the static multi-particle DEM simulations using diﬀerent force and
particle models. Five simulations were performed for each case.
Particle type

Force model

Packing fraction

Spherocylinder

MFM

0.572±0.0015

Spherocylinder

HFM

0.589±0.0023

Spherocylinder

LFM

0.576±0.0041

Glued-spheres (7 spheres)

HFM

0.613±0.0022

Glued-spheres (13 spheres)

HFM

0.574±0.0036
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Figure 5.18. Normalized overlap frequency distributions for the static
bed DEM simulations using diﬀerent elastic normal force models and
particle shape models.

The packing fractions for all of the simulations are listed in Table 5.3. The packing
fraction values for all cases are nearly identical, except for the seven-sphere gluedsphere model which has a larger packing fraction. The packing fractions with spherocylinder simulations using the three diﬀerent force models diﬀer by less than 2%.
Similarly, the thirteen-sphere glued-sphere simulation packing fraction using the HFM
model is also less than 2% diﬀerent from the average of the spherocylinder values.
The seven-sphere glued-spheres simulation (HFM model) packing fraction is approximately 5% larger than the other simulations. The larger packing fraction for the
“bumpy” seven-sphere glued-sphere particle occurs because the constituent spheres
from one particle can ﬁt into the troughs of a neighboring particle thus facilitating
a more compact packing arrangement. The similarity in packing fractions between
the diﬀerent cases supports the argument described previously for the similarity in
normal force distributions.
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Although not plotted here for brevity, the distributions of particle orientations
were also determined. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences in particle orientations were observed
between the diﬀerent contact force models and particle types. Most particles were
orientated parallel to the base of the container with no preference in azimuthal angle.
These results suggest that if only force information is desired from DEM simulations of a static packed bed of cohesionless particles, the choice of normal force model
is not critical, although the use of a ”rough” glued-sphere particle shape should be
used with caution. Diﬀerences in eﬀective contact stiﬀness may result in diﬀerences
in the packing fraction, but these diﬀerences will generally be small for reasonable
contact stiﬀness values. This ﬁnding is signiﬁcant since it greatly simpliﬁes the complexity of nonspherical particle DEM simulations.
One important caveat to the previous conclusion is that force models involving
cohesion will be sensitive to the elastic force model. In most cohesive force models,
the magnitude of the cohesive force is a function of the contact area or contact overlap
[25, 97]. Hence, the use of a more accurate force model, such as the MFM proposed
here for spherocylinder particles, is recommended for cohesive particle simulations.

5.4.3

Dynamic Bed Simulation

Figure 5.19. Snapshot from a dynamic bed DEM simulation using spherocylinders.
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Figure 5.19 shows an image from a stirred-bed simulation. Although the vertical
impeller shaft can be seen in the image, the two mixing blades are obscured by
the particles. Recall that for these dynamic simulations, only spherocylinders are
considered (no glued-sphere particles).

Figure 5.20. Normalized elastic normal force frequency distributions
for the stirred-bed DEM simulations using diﬀerent elastic normal
force models and particle shape models.

The force distributions for the stirred-bed DEM simulations (spherocylinders only)
normalized by the weight of a single particle are shown in Figure 5.20. These normal
forces are time-averaged values over two impeller revolutions. Similar to the static
case, these distributions are similar to each other. Hence, even for a dynamic packed
bed simulation, the choice of contact force model appears to have little impact on the
force distributions.
The average impeller torque also remains nearly identical regardless of the normal
elastic force model, as shown in Table 5.5. The diﬀerence between the largest (HFM )
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and smallest (MFM ) mean torque values is smaller than the torque ﬂuctuations,
which are approximately 10% of the mean values.

Figure 5.21. Packing fraction maps for three diﬀerent force models
at three diﬀerent heights in the particle bed.

Two-dimensional surface maps of packing fraction are shown for the three diﬀerent
force models at three diﬀerent heights (h/hB = 0.42, 0.84, 1.26, where hB is the blade
height) in the particle bed in Figure 5.21. It can be observed that the packing fraction
maps at a given height is similar for all the force models base also did not show any
signiﬁcant diﬀerences. The packing fraction calculations were done using spherical
bins. The total volume of particles in each spherical bin was calculated using an
identical approach, as described by Hua et al. [14].
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Figure 5.22. Contact duration frequency distributions for the stirredbed DEM simulations using the diﬀerent force models.

Instead of recording the normal maximum overlap distributions for stirred-bed
case, which would reﬂect the previous bed observations, the collision duration distributions are plotted in Figure 5.22. The collision duration is deﬁned as the time a
contact between two particles ends minus the time for when the same two particles
ﬁrst come into contact. The collision duration distributions are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
for each force model, with the HFM giving the largest average contact duration and
the MFM giving the smallest average contact duration. These ﬁndings are consistent
with the eﬀective contact stiﬀness observation in the static bed studies. The corresponding average collision frequencies, i.e., the number of collisions per particle per
unit time, are listed in Table 5.4. The MFM model gives the largest collision rate
while the HFM gives the smallest collision rate. This result may be understood by
considering that if the torques using the diﬀerent models are approximately the same,
then the impulses delivered by the particles on the blades must also be similar. Since
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the contact force distributions are nearly identical, the contact frequency trend must
be opposite to the contact duration trend in order to give the same net impulse.

Figure 5.23. Normal speciﬁc impact energy distributions for the three
diﬀerent contact force models.

Table 5.4. Number of collisions per particle per unit time for the
stirred-bed DEM simulations using diﬀerent force models.
Force model used

Number of collisions/sec/particle

MFM

175

HFM

28

LFM

42

The normal impact energy distributions for the stirred-bed case normalized by
the total mass of the bed are shown in Figure 5.23. The normal impact energy
distributions show that the speciﬁc impact energies are aﬀected by the force models,
with the MFM giving the largest impact energy followed by the HFM and then the
LFM. This result is signiﬁcant since it would aﬀect the results of attrition predictions
that rely on impact kinetic energy (Datta and Rajamani [98]).
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Table 5.5. Average impeller torques ± one standard deviation for the
dynamic DEM simulations using diﬀerent elastic normal force models.
The average and standard deviation are based on 256 measurements
made at steady state.
Particle type

Force model

Blade torque (N.m)

Spherocylinder

MFM

0.086±0.0118

Spherocylinder

HFM

0.092±0.0087

Spherocylinder

LFM

0.089±0.0076

As with the static bed simulations, if only force information is of interest, then
the choice of force model has little impact. However, if collision duration, collision
rate, or impact energy are important, then the force model must be carefully chosen.
One example where this conclusion is signiﬁcant is in the development of population
balance models for granulation where collision rate information from DEM simulations is often used [99–101]. The collision times would also be important for cohesive
ﬂows, especially those caused by liquid bridging since the liquid spreading time scale
competes with the collision duration (e.g.,Wu et al. [102]). The impact energy information from DEM simulations is important in the breakage modeling in ball mills
(e.g., Datta and Rajamani [98]). Computationally the HFM and the LFM are approximately 1.35 times faster than the MFM, at least for dynamic simulation consisting
of 2400 particles. This result is expected because of the complexities in determining
the contact area and transitions involved in the MFM.
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6. PARTICLE BREAKAGE MODEL
Predicting and controlling the breakage of needle-shaped crystals during the drying
process is crucial to the pharmaceutical industry. Several experimental and empirical
studies done in this area have been successful at predicting the overall bulk behavior
but do not provide suﬃcient information about the particle-level kinematics and
dynamics. Particle-level information is essential for a proper understanding of the
breakage phenomenon and can be obtained from computational models. But, only a
handful of computational studies have been done in this area.
In this chapter, a discrete element method (DEM) breakage model has been described for cohesionless needle-shaped particles using smooth spherocylinders. Section 6.1 describes various aspects of the DEM breakage model used in this study,
including DEM force models, particle breakage criterion, the eﬀect of the number
of breakage planes, model validation, population balance modeling, and system geometry. Section 6.2 discusses the dimensional analysis to ﬁnd out the signiﬁcant
parameters aﬀecting the particle breakage. In this section, dimensionless stress and
particle aspect ratio are expressed as a function of other dimensionless parameters,
and a dimensionless work done on the particle bed is deﬁned. At last, the results of
the DEM investigation of particle breakage in an agitation cell is described in Section 6.3. The results include, impact of initial particle aspect ratio characteristics on
particle stress, resulting particle aspect ratio, and speciﬁc breakage rates. In addition,
results from the eﬀect of material properties and agitation cell operating conditions
are shown in this section.
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6.1

Discrete Element Method Model Description
An in-house discrete element method (DEM) code is developed to investigate the

breakage of large aspect ratio particles in an agitation cell. This section describes
the important aspects of this model, including the force models, particle breakage
criterion, DEM breakage model validation, population balance model (PBM), and
investigated system geometry.

6.1.1

Force Models

From a comprehensive investigation of the inﬂuence of force models on various
aspects of DEM modeling, it is revealed that for cohesionless spherocylinders a simpliﬁed model can be used for force calculations [12]. In this study, Hertz-Mindlin
force model has been used for the normal and tangential force calculations.
The DEM Hertzian elastic normal force [21, 86] coupled with the nonlinear dissipative model [24] is used to calculate the normal force for particle-particle and
particle-boundary interactions. The DEM normal force is calculated using,
Fn = kn δn3/2 + bn δ˙n δn1/4

(6.1)

p
where δn is the maximum contact overlap, kn = 43 Eeq Req is a stiﬀness constant, bn =
q
5kn Meq
− log(ε) (log(ε))
2 +π 2 is a dissipation constant with ε being the coeﬃcient of restituh
i−1
(1−ν22 )
(1−ν12 )
tion, and δ˙n is the relative velocity in the normal direction. Eeq =
+
E1
E2
is the equivalent elastic modulus with E and ν being the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, Req =
Meq =

M1 M2
M1 +M2

R1 R2
R1 +R2

is the equivalent radius with R being the particle radius, and

is the equivalent mass with M being the particle mass. The subscripts

1 and 2 refer to the two particles in contact.
The DEM tangential force is based on Mindlin-Deresiewicz theory [54,103]. When
the tangential force exceeds the Coulomb’s friction force (µFn ), sliding friction occurs,
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where µ is the friction coeﬃcient and Fn is the instantaneous normal force. The DEM
tangential force is calculated using,
Ft = kt δn1/2 δt + bt δ˙t δn1/4

(6.2)

p
where δt is the relative tangential displacement, kt = 8Geq Req is a stiﬀness constant
h
i−1
(2−ν2 )
1)
with eﬀective shear modulus Geq = (2−ν
+
where G is the particle shear
G1
G2
q
(10/3)kt Meq
˙
modulus, bt = − log(ε) (log(ε))
2 +π 2 is a dissipation constant, and δt is the relative
velocity in the tangential direction.

6.1.2

Particle Breakage Criterion

There are two important particle breakage mechanisms: (i) chipping, when small
pieces are chipped oﬀ the particle’s edges and surfaces, and (ii) fragmentation, where
the larger particles are broken down into smaller pieces. Prior studies [1, 4] have
observed that in agitated systems, fragmentation is the main breakage mechanism for
large aspect ratio needle-shaped particles.
In this work, spherocylinders are used to model needle-shaped particles and fragmentation is used as the particle breakage mechanism. Figure 6.1a shows multiple
imaginary breakage planes perpendicular to the particle axis. At a given time instance, the dynamics of a particle depends on the translational velocity VP , translational acceleration aP , angular velocity ωP , and angular acceleration ω̇P of the
center of mass of the particle (point P), as shown in Figure 6.1b. The velocities and
accelerations are given in the particle frame of reference (xyzP ). The forces acting
on the particle include contact forces due to interactions with other particles and
boundaries (F1 , F2 , F3 , and F4 ) as well as gravitational body force (GP ) acting on
particle’s center of mass.
Similarly, for one of the daughter particles (Daughter1), formed after breakage,
the dynamics in the local frame of reference xyzD is characterized by velocities and
accelerations (VD , aD , ωD , ω̇D ) of the daughter’s center of mass (point D). The internal loads and moments at the ith breakage plane are determined using Newton’s
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Figure 6.1. Particle breakage methodology: (a) multiple imaginary
breakage planes on the particle at which particle can break; (b) a
general ith breakage plane out of n breakage planes; (c) the forces and
moments acting at the breakage plane, which are calculated based on
particle dynamics characteristics; (d) two daughter spherocylinders
resulting from breakage of a parent spherocylinder.
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2nd law of motion on daughter particle with the center of mass at point D, as shown
in Figure 6.1c. The loads and moments on the other daughter particle (Daughter2)
can be determined using Newton’s 3rd law of motion. The breakage planes are only
considered in the cylindrical section of the spherocylinder. Note that the particle is
assumed to be geometrically rigid, as in the case of most DEM simulations.
According to rigid body kinematics, the translational acceleration of daughter1’s
center of mass (point D) is given by,
�

aD =aP +ω P × ω P ×rD/P +ω̇ P ×rD/P

(6.3)

where rD/P is the vector from point D to point P. The rotational velocity and acceleration of Daughter1 about point D is identical to that of the parent particle about
point P,
ωD = ωP

(6.4)

ω̇D = ω̇P .

(6.5)

The forces acting on Daughter1 include external forces F1 and F2 as well as
internal forces exerted by Daughter2 at the ith breakage plane, which include a normal
force Ni and shear force Vi . Additionally, Daughter2 exerts a bending moment Mi
and twisting moment Ti on Daughter1. At last, a gravitational body force (GD )
acts on Daughter1 and is proportional to Daughter1’s mass. The internal forces and
moments are determined using Newton’s 2nd law of motion and Euler’s equation of
motion at a general ith breakage plane,
V + N+

X

Fi +GD =mD aD

(6.6)

i

!
Mi + Ti +

X

rf /D × Fi

�

+ ri/D × Vi = ID ω̇ D + ω D × (ID ω D )

(6.7)

i

where the parameters rf /D and ri/D are the vectors from point D to the location of
external contact force Fi and the breakage plane i where shear force Vi is applied.
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The principal moment of inertia matrix of Daughter1 (ID ) in the particle’s frame of
reference (about point P) is given as,
⎤
⎡
0
0
Ixx,D
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
ID = ⎢ 0
0 ⎥.
Iyy,D
⎦
⎣
0
0
Izz,D

(6.8)

Note that there are six unknowns in a collection of six equations and thus the system
can be solved to obtain the unknown internal loads and moments at a given breakage
plane.
For a beam with a circular cross-section of radius R the formulae [104] for the
normal stress, σi , and the shear stress, τi at the ith breakage plane are,
σi =

|Mi |R max
Ni
+
, σ
= max(σi )
I
Acs

(6.9)

τi =

4|Vi | |Ti |R max
+
, τ
= max(τi )
Ip
3Acs

(6.10)

where Acs = πR2 is the particle cross-sectional area, R is the particle radius, I =
πR4 /4 is the area moment of inertia about neutral axis, and Ip = πR4 /2 is the polar
moment of inertia, cf. Figure 6.1c. The particle breaks at the breakage plane where
the maximum normal stress, σ max , or the maximum shear, τ max , stress exceeds the
corresponding tensile strength or shear strength [60], as is illustrated in Figure 6.1d.
Another breakage criterion proposed by Hua et al. [5], which is based on maximum
principal stresses rather than maximum normal and shear stress is also tested. It is
observed that the breakage criterion proposed by Guo et al. [60] and the one proposed
by Hua et al. [5] give identical results. In this study, the breakage criterion proposed
by Guo et al. [60] is used. The particle breakage visualization has been done using
Open Visualization Tool (OVITO 2.9) [105]. During this study, it is observed that the
probability of a particle breaking simultaneously at multiple breakage planes is very
low (< 1%). So, for simplicity a particle is allowed to break only at one breakage plane,
i.e., at a given time instance a particle can break only into two pieces. Note that,
when a spherocylinder breaks, the sharp breakage ends are capped with hemispheres
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such that the resulting daughters are also spherocylinders as shown in Figure 6.1d.
Due to this capping, there is a very small mass loss at the breakage plane. This model
utilizes the mass loss due to capping to predict the amount of ﬁnes generated during
the drying process. It is also observed that this mass loss is negligible (< 2% of the
initial mass) and it is assumed that it does not aﬀect the DEM predictions.
Table 6.1. The material properties and simulation parameters used
in the validation simulations and their values.

6.1.3

Parameter

Values

particle length, L

80e-03 m

particle diameter, D

10e-03 m

particle aspect ratio, AR = L/D

8

particle density, ρp

1570 kg/m3

cylinder diameter, Dc

0.20 m

particle elastic modulus, Ep

527.6e06 Pa

particle Poisson’s ratio, νp

0.30

boundary elastic modulus, Eb

1.0e09 Pa

boundary Poisson’s ratio, νb

0.30

particle-particle sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpp

0.624

particle-cylindrical boundary sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpc

0.35

particle-ﬂat boundary sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpf

0.40

particle-particle coeﬃcient of restitution, εpp

0.95

particle-boundary coeﬃcient of restitution, εpb

0.90

particle yield strength, σY

3.99e06 Pa

Number of Breakage Planes

An optimal number of breakage planes needs to be used so that the DEM results
are independent of the number of breakage planes and the DEM simulations remain
computationally feasible. To examine the eﬀect of the number of breakage planes,
DEM simulations of uni-axial compression in a cylindrical container are performed.
Figure 6.2a and Figure 6.2b show snapshots from the uni-axial compression simula-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2. Uni-axial compression in a cylindrical container: (a) a
snapshot from the DEM simulation before compression; (b) a snapshot from the DEM simulation after compression, the particles are
colored according to their aspect ratio, the red color depicts the maximum aspect ratio and the blue color depicts the minimum aspect
ratio; (c) experimental uni-axial compression test performed by Guo
et al. [60].

tion before and after the compression, respectively. The simulation parameters and
material properties used in these DEM simulations are listed in Table 6.1. The load
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on the lid and the resulting daughter particles length distributions are compared for
a diﬀerent number of breakage planes.
Figure 6.3a plots the load on top of the particle bed for a diﬀerent number of
breakage planes. The loading curve for the non-breakable particles is signiﬁcantly
larger compared to the breakable cases, which are insensitive to the number of breakage planes and collapse over each other. The daughter particle length distributions
are plotted to correspond to a lid displacement of 70 mm. The distributions of the
ratio of daughter particle length to initial particle length collapse over each other if
the breakage plane interval is less than or equal to the particle diameter as can be
seen in Figure 6.3b. So, the number of breakage planes used on a particle is such
that the breakage plane interval is less than or equal to the particle diameter. In this
study, a breakage plane interval equal to the particle radius (R) is chosen for all DEM
simulations.

6.1.4

DEM Breakage Model Validation

The current DEM breakage model was validated by comparing the results between
uni-axial compression experiments and DEM simulations. Snapshots of the uni-axial
test DEM simulation before and after compression are shown in Figure 6.2a and
Figure 6.2b, respectively. The uni-axial compression experiment, performed by Guo
et al. [60] is shown in Figure 6.2c. The experiment is performed using 300 identical
and cylindrical blackboard chalk sticks. The simulation parameters and the measured
material properties are provided in Table 6.1. The DEM simulations follow the same
procedure as the experiments. Particles are ﬁrst generated at random positions with
random orientation and are gently allowed to deposit under gravity. The particle bed
is then slowly compressed using a lid moving downwards at a constant speed.
The DEM results are subsequently compared with the experimental results. The
load applied on top of the particle bed is plotted as a function of the displacement of
the lid in Figure 6.4. In the loading process, the load is increased till 1025 N by moving
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Figure 6.3. DEM simulation of uni-axial compression to ﬁnd the
optimal number of breakage planes: (a) load applied to the top of the
particle bed as a function of lid displacement for diﬀerent breakage
plane intervals; (b) distributions of ratio daughter particle length to
initial particle length corresponding to the lid displacement of 70 mm
for diﬀerent breakage plane intervals.

the lid downward at a constant speed. The loading values obtained from the DEM
simulation are in good agreement with the experiment. A comparison between the
daughter length distribution obtained from the simulation and the experiment under
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Figure 6.4. Comparison of the load applied to the top of the particle
bed between the simulation and the experiment as a function of lid
displacement.

Figure 6.5. Comparison of the daughter particle length distributions
between the simulation and the experiments, corresponding to a load
of 1025 N. The error bars represent ±one standard deviation obtained
from ﬁve diﬀerent runs.
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a compression load of 1025 N is given in Figure 6.5. The error bars in the plot are
obtained by repeating the simulation ﬁve times with diﬀerent initial particle spatial
and orientation conﬁgurations. The distribution of the ratio of daughter particle
length to initial particle length has a peak value occurring at 0.5. This indicates that
the large aspect ratio particles are more likely to break at the midpoint, which was
also observed in some previous works [5, 31, 59, 60]. Also, the distributions obtained
from the simulation and the experiment look very similar. There is a slight mismatch
in the simulation and experimental distributions especially at the midpoint, which
can be attributed to the presence of small air-pockets in the chalk sticks [106]. These
air-pockets lead to non-uniform material properties within a chalk stick compared to
a uniform spherocylinder used in the current DEM simulations, reducing the breakage
probability of the chalk stick at the midpoint.
Single particle three-point bending test is also performed to further verify the
breakage model. The three-point bending test is shown in Figure 6.6a. Comparison of the bending moments between the simulation and the analytical analysis of
diﬀerent breakage planes is shown in Figure 6.6b. The numerical bending moments
perfectly match with the analytical bending moments giving us further conﬁdence in
the breakage model.

6.1.5

Population Balance Modeling

Population balance modeling can be used as a tool to predict the particle breakage
in large-scale systems by utilizing particle breakage information from small-scale DEM
simulations or experiments. The rate of mass change of particles in a given particle
size class due to breakage can be deﬁned using a population balance model [107]. In
this study, the size class refers to the parent particle aspect ratio. The rate of mass
change in size class i can be expressed in terms of rate of change of particle number
as,
i−1

X
dNi (t)
= −Si Ni (t) +
bij Sj Nj (t)
dt
j=1

(6.11)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6. Three-point bending test to verify the particle breakage
model: (a) front-view of the three-point bending test on a spherocylinder; (b) comparison of bending moment between the simulation
and the analytical analysis at diﬀerent breakage planes.

where Ni is the number of particles of size class i, particle speciﬁc breakage rate Si
is the probability of a particle of size i being broken in unit time, and the daughter
distribution function bij is the fraction of breakage product from size class j > i that
falls into size class i. The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of Equation (6.11) represents the death term, which is the rate at which particles of size class i are breaking,
while the second term represents the birth term, which is the rate of generation of
particles in size class i due to breakage of larger particles. The parameters Si and bij
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can be determined from small-scale experiments or computational models and then
can be utilized to predict the particle size distribution at larger-scale. Population
balance modeling has been widely employed to predict breakage of large aspect ratio
needle-shaped crystals. Sato et al. [108] developed a two-dimensional (considering
particle width and length) population balance model for their experiments to predict
breakage of large aspect ratio needle-shaped crystals in an agitated bed. Grof et
al. [59] developed a population balance model and utilized combined computational
and experimental methods to determine the speciﬁc breakage rates and daughter distribution functions to predict the breakage of needle-shaped crystals under uni-axial
compression.
In this study, as there is actual particle breakage implemented within the DEM
code, the values of parameters Si and bij are readily available from the DEM simulations. The breakage rate probability Si is expressed as,
Si = ΔNi /(Ni Δt)

(6.12)

and the breakage fraction bij is expressed as,
j/2
X
Dkj
bij = Dij /

(6.13)

k=1

where Dij is the number of breakage events from size class j to i. For binary breakage, in which two daughters are generated from one parent particle, the daughter
j
P
distributions functions are normalized to two [59], such that
bi,j = 2.
i=1

6.1.6

System Geometry

In this study, an agitation cell similar to that proposed by Lamberto et al. [45] and
Remy et al. [1] is used. The modeled agitation cell consists of a cylindrical container,
an impeller comprised of two blades and a shaft, and a load on top of the particle bed
to account for the overlying weight in real operations using a lid. Initially, a number
of particles with a given aspect ratio distribution are generated with random spatial
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Figure 6.7. DEM simulation of needle-shaped large aspect ratio particle breakage in an agitation cell: (a) agitation cell with mono-disperse
particles of aspect ratio 10 before compression and agitation. The agitation cell comprises of a cylindrical container, an impeller with two
blades and a central shaft, and an upper lid; (b) particle breakage
in the agitation cell after compression and three blade revolutions,
the particles are colored according to their aspect ratio, the red color
depicts the maximum aspect ratio and the blue color depicts the minimum aspect ratio.

positions and orientation inside the agitation cell, and they are allowed to settle down
under gravity. The particle bed is then compressed by applying a constant load on
the top lid. Finally, the particle bed is agitated by rotating the blades about the
central shaft at a constant rotational speed. Particles are allowed to break after
steady state condition is attained in the particle bed, which generally occurs after
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two blade revolutions. The DEM simulations of the agitation cell before and after
agitation are shown in Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7b respectively.
Previously described and experimentally validated breakage model is utilized to
simulate the needle-shaped particle breakage in the agitation cell. The DEM simulations are employed to investigate the major aspects of particle breakage and how
the operating conditions aﬀect particle breakage. To identify the signiﬁcant parameters aﬀecting the particle breakage, a dimensional analysis was performed and it is
described in the following section.
Table 6.2. The parameters used in the breakage simulations and their dimensions.
#

Parameter

Dimensions

1

gravitational acceleration, g

L/T 2

2

particle length, L

L

3

particle diameter, D

L

4

particle density, ρp

M/L3

5

cylinder diameter, Dc

L

6

blade height, B

L

7

impeller rotational speed, ω

1/T

8

ﬁll mass, Mp

M

9

particle elastic modulus, Ep

M/(LT 2 )

10

particle Poisson’s ratio, νp

−

11

boundary elastic modulus, Eb

M/(LT 2 )

12

boundary Poisson’s ratio, νb

−

13

particle-particle sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpp

−

14

particle-boundary sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpb

−

15

particle-particle coeﬃcient of restitution, εpp

−

16

particle-boundary coeﬃcient of restitution, εpb

−

17

particle yield strength, σY

M/(LT 2 )

18

applied lid stress, σlid

M/(LT 2 )

19

simulation time, t

T
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6.2

Dimensional Analysis
Particle breakage is a complex phenomenon which depends on multiple factors.

Performing a parametric study for every factor is not feasible. Therefore, for gaining
a comprehensive physical insight into the breakage phenomenon a dimensional analysis is performed to identify the important parameters aﬀecting the particle breakage.
Traditionally, dimensionless numbers have been used to identify the characteristic
length and time scales in a system, which are used for system scale-up. The dimensional and dimensionless parameters are listed in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 respectively.
There are nineteen dimensional parameters and three reference dimensions (M-mass,
L-length, T-time), so according to Buckingham π theorem, there are sixteen dimensionless parameters.

6.2.1

Dimensionless Particle Stress

Particle breakage is caused by stresses developed within a particle from particleparticle or particle-boundary interactions. The measured particle stress, σp , made
dimensionless by the particle yield strength, σY , is a function, in general, of other
dimensionless parameters,
⎛
⎞
AR, Dc /D, B/Dc , F r, Np , Eb /σY , νp , Eb /Ep , νb , µpp ,
⎠.
σp /σY = f ⎝
µpb , εpp , εbp , σlid /(c1 Mp g/Dc2 ), σlid /σY , ωt/(2π)

(6.14)

Previous work suggests that the coeﬃcient of restitution is not important [41] and
the Poisson’s ratio is embedded in the eﬀective elastic modulus and thus is unimportant in itself and those can be removed from Equation (6.14). Note that, if the
simulations involve unbreakable particles, then the number of impeller revolutions
will not be a factor at steady state, so that parameter can be removed from Equation (6.14). For small Froude numbers, which is usually encountered in agitated
ﬁlter dryers, that parameter is also relatively unimportant and can be removed from
Equation (6.14). If the simulations involve unbreakable particles, then the number
of impeller revolutions will not be a factor at steady state, so that parameter can
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Table 6.3. List of dimensionless parameters for the simulations.
#

Description

Dimensionless Parameter

1

particle aspect ratio

AR = L/D

2

cylinder-to-particle diameter ratio

Dc /D

3

blade height-to-cylinder diameter ratio

B/Dc

4

impeller Froude number

F r = ω 2 Dc /g

5

number of particles in the simulation

Np = Mp /(cρp gDp2 Lp ),
where c = constant

6

ratio of particle elastic modulus-to-yield strength

Ep /σY

7

particle Poisson’s ratio

νp

8

ratio of boundary-to-particle elastic modulus

Eb /Ep

9

boundary Poisson’s ratio

νb

10

particle-particle sliding friction coeﬃcient

µpp

11

particle-boundary sliding friction coeﬃcient

µpb

12

particle-particle coeﬃcient of restitution

εpp

13

particle-boundary coeﬃcient of restitution

εpb

14

ratio of lid stress-to-bed weight

σlid /(c1 Mp g/Dc2 ),
where c1 = constant

15

ratio of applied lid stress-to-yield strength

σlid /σY

16

number of impeller revolutions

ωt/(2π)

also be removed from Equation (6.14). If the blade dimensions, lid stress, and the
material properties are held constant among simulations, i.e., B/Dc , Ep /σY , µpp , µpb ,
σlid /(c1 Mp g/Dc2 ), σlid /σY are constant. Given that Dc and N are suﬃciently large,
then they’ll have little inﬂuence on the measured parameters. So, for unbreakable
particles,
σp /σY = f (AR)

(6.15)

σp /σY = f (AR, ωt/(2π)) .

(6.16)

and for breakable particles,

This means that the particle stress depends on the particle aspect ratio regardless
of the particle length and diameter, and it will change with time if there is particle
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breakage in the system. These conclusions are later veriﬁed from the DEM simulations
results, as shown in Section 6.3.2.

6.2.2

Particle Aspect Ratio

From the dimensional analysis, it is found that the resulting particle mean aspect
ratio, ARmean , after breakage is independent of the initial particle size distribution.
The resulting aspect ratio is a function of other dimensionless parameters,
⎞
⎛
Dc /D, B/Dc , F r, Np , Ep /σY , νp , Eb /Ep , νb , µpp ,
⎠.
ARmean = f ⎝
2
µpb , εpp , εbp , σlid /(c1 Mp g/Dc ), σlid /σY , ωt/(2π)

(6.17)

Using similar arguments for the coeﬃcient of restitution, Poisson’s ratio, Froude number, Dc /D, and Np , as described in the Section 6.2 for dimensionless stress, these
parameters can be removed from Equation (6.17). Note that, Guo et al. [60] have
comprehensively investigated the eﬀect of particle-particle and particle-boundary friction on particle breakage, so these parameters are not considered in this study. For
further simpliﬁcation, the ratio of boundary to particle elastic modulus Eb /Ep is
always equal to one. By simply changing scale and keeping the device geometrically similar the parameter B/Dc is constant through all scales. In real operations
σlid /(c1 Mp g/Dc2 ) >> 1, then this dimensionless parameter is also not signiﬁcant.
Then the size distribution characteristics depend on,
ARmean = f (Ep /σY , σlid /σY , ωt/(2π)) .

(6.18)

A sensitivity study has been performed for the dimensionless parameters given in
Equation (6.18) and the results are presented in Section 6.3.

6.2.3

Dimensionless Work Done

The particle aspect ratio mean in this study is expressed as a function of the work
done on the powder bed by the impeller. The work done is equal to ωtτ where τ is
the impeller torque. It is observed that the impeller torque is linearly proportional
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to the lid pressure [60], σlid , so that the work done can be expressed as, k(ωtσlid ),
where k is a proportionality constant. Following the dimensional analysis and prior
works [60], the work done is made dimensionless by the particle yield strength, σY ,
so that the dimensionless work done, W ∗ , can be deﬁned as,
W ∗ /k = ωtσlid /σY

(6.19)

The mean and the standard deviation of the resulting aspect ratio distribution after breakage is expressed as a function of dimensionless work done, and has been
presented in the following section.
Table 6.4. The material properties and simulation parameters used
in the base case agitation cell DEM simulation and their values.
Parameter

Values

particle length, L

20e-03 m

particle diameter, D

2e-03 m

particle aspect ratio, AR = L/D

10

particle density, ρp

1384.3 kg/m3

cylinder diameter, Dc

0.20 m

blade height, B

25e-03 m

shaft diameter, Dshaf t

20e-03 m

particle elastic modulus, Ep

1.0e06 Pa

particle Poisson’s ratio, νp

0.30

boundary elastic modulus, Eb

1.0e06 Pa

boundary Poisson’s ratio, νb

0.30

particle-particle sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpp

0.11

particle-cylindrical boundary sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpc

0.171

particle-impeller boundary sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpi

0.16

particle-ﬂat boundary sliding friction coeﬃcient, µpf

0.45

particle-particle coeﬃcient of restitution, εpp

0.6

particle-boundary coeﬃcient of restitution, εpb

0.6

particle yield strength, σY

5.0e05 Pa

particle number, Np

16200
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Figure 6.8. Two-dimensional surface maps taken from two slices in
the particle bed: (a) two slices in the particle bed, Hupper and Hlower ,
from where the maps data is extracted. Hupper is 20D distance above
the base and Hlower is 4D distance above the base; (b) maps showing
particle local aspect ratio ﬁelds for two slices after three diﬀerent blade
revolutions; (c) maps showing particle breakage events per unit time
per unit volume for two slices after three diﬀerent blade revolutions.
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6.3

Results
The important ﬁndings from the investigation of breakage of large aspect ratio

particles are presented in this section. The ﬁrst subsection (Section 6.3.1) shows the
temporal evolution of local particle aspect ratio and breakage events regions. The effect of initial particle aspect ratio on particle stress distributions and resulting aspect
ratio distribution are presented in subsections two (Section 6.3.2) and three (Section 6.3.3) respectively. The eﬀect of various dimensionless parameters, derived in
the previous section, on particle asymptotic aspect ratio is described in Section 6.3.4.
The last subsection (Section 6.3.5) presents the resulting daughter particle distribution and speciﬁc breakage rates for diﬀerent parent particle aspect ratio and their
implementation in a population balance model.

6.3.1

Local Aspect Ratio, Breakage Events Regions, and Amount of Fines
Generated

A base case DEM simulation with mono-disperse spherocylinders is performed to
study the local particle aspect ratio and breakage events regions. The simulation
parameters and material properties used in this simulation are listed in Table 6.4.
Overlapping averaging spherical bins are used to extract data from the two slices in
the particle bed, Hupper and Hlower , shown in Figure 6.8a. Note that, the presented
maps are given in the blade’s frame of reference so that steady results are obtained.
Figure 6.8b shows the local aspect ratio maps at two diﬀerent slices after three
diﬀerent blade revolutions. Initially, all the particles have an aspect ratio of ten
but as time progresses the particles start breaking and local aspect ratio decreases.
Smaller particles get deposited near the blade due to particle breakage occurring from
particle-blade interaction, and at the container’s bottom due to the small out-of-plane
velocity of particles at lower slice [14], particles once are broken rarely move up and
stay near the bottom. This indicates that in a real operation the ﬁnes would get
accumulated near the blade or at the base of the container.
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The maps of the number of breakage events per unit time per unit volume are
shown in Figure 6.8c. Several features are readily apparent from these maps. First,
most of the particle breakage occurs near the blade tips at the circumference of the
cylindrical container, this is consistent with the observations made by Hua et al. [5].
Second, most of the particle breakage occurs during the ﬁrst blade revolution and
decreases as time progresses. Similar observations were made by Remy et al. [1], in
which most of the breakage occurs during ﬁrst few blade revolutions and breakage
becomes very small after that. In addition, more particle breakage occurs near the
upper slice compared to the lower one, as there is a shear region between the blade tip
and the lid, and particles in those regions have a higher probability to break. Also,
at the lower slice, the particle breakage almost stops at later times due to deposition
of smaller particles at the container bottom which need larger stress to break.

Figure 6.9. Cumulative percent of ﬁnes generated due to particle
breakage expressed as a function of work done on the particle bed.
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A small amount of ﬁnes are generated due to particle breakage, the ﬁnes can then
get deposited at the container base and hinder the incoming air which comes through
the agitated ﬁlter dryer base for uniform drying of APIs. In this model, the amount
of ﬁnes generated can be related to the mass loss associated with the capping of the
sharp edges at the breakage plane, such that a parent spherocylinder results into two
daughter spherocylinders. The cumulative percent of ﬁnes generated with respect to
the initial powder mass is expressed as a function of the work done on the particle
bed and is shown in Figure 6.9. The amount of ﬁnes generated rises rapidly initially
and becomes gradual as time progresses. This trend can be related to the fact that
most of the particle breakage happens during the ﬁrst blade revolution and then the
number of breakage events decrease with time. The computational result can then be
calibrated using experimental data and used to predict the amount of ﬁnes generated
during the drying process in an agitated ﬁlter dryer.

6.3.2

Inﬂuence of Particle Aspect Ratio on Particle Stress

In this study, the particle stress refers to the maximum absolute principal stress,
which is observed to occur along the particle circumference at the mid-plane of the
particle [5]. The detailed calculation of maximum absolute principal stress for a
spherocylinder particle can be found in Hua et al. [5]. The material properties and
geometric parameters for these simulations are same as that listed in Table 6.4. In
addition to that, a diﬀerent combination of particle length and diameter are also used
for stress calculations.
Figure 6.10a plots the time averaged steady state particle stress distributions for
four diﬀerent particle aspect ratios (AR = 4, 6, 8, 10) with a diﬀerent combination
of particle length and diameter for each aspect ratio. For AR = 4, L = 8 mm, 10
mm, 12 mm, for AR = 6, L = 12 mm, 15 mm, 18 mm, for AR = 8, L = 16 mm, 20
mm, 24 mm, and for AR = 10, L = 20 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm, while the three particle
diameters are the same for all the four cases, D = 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm, 3.0 mm. The time
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Figure 6.10. (a) Time averaged particle stress distributions for unbreakable particles using four diﬀerent particle aspect ratios (AR =
4, 6, 8, 10). The error bars represent ±one standard deviation for
data taken averaged over three blade revolutions; (b) transient particle stress distributions for breakable particles using an initial AR = 10
with diﬀerent particle length and diameter combination, for diﬀerent
blade revolutions.

averaging is done over three blade revolutions after a steady state is attained, which
occurs generally after two blade revolutions. Two important observations can be made
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from this plot: (i) the stress distributions for a given particle aspect ratio are identical
regardless of the particle length and diameter, as described in the dimensional analysis
section (Section 6.2, Equation (6.15)); (ii) the stress values decrease with the particle
aspect ratio as shorter particles have smaller moment arm.
For the breakable particles, particle stress depends on the particle aspect ratio
as well as the number of blade revolutions. Figure 6.10b plots the transient particle
stress distributions for an aspect ratio of ten with three diﬀerent particle length
and diameter combination after four diﬀerent blade revolutions. This plot shows
that for a given particle aspect ratio, the stress distributions are identical to each
other regardless of the particle length and diameter at diﬀerent simulation times, as
described in dimensional analysis section (Section 6.2, Equation (6.16)), and the stress
decreases as particle aspect ratio mean decreases with time. The shorter particles give
smaller particle stress because the moment arm becomes shorter, which is consistent
with the observations made by Hua et al. [5].
The particle stress plots not only emulate the deductions from the dimensional
analysis but are also signiﬁcant from the DEM modeling point of view. Now, a smaller
number of bigger particles can be used to examine the stress behavior of shorter
particles with the same aspect ratio, which will reduce the required computational
time.

6.3.3

Inﬂuence of Initial Particle Aspect Ratio Characteristics

This section shows the eﬀect of the initial particle aspect ratio characteristics
on the temporal evolution of the resulting particle aspect ratio characteristics as a
function of dimensionless work. The material properties and geometric parameters for
these simulations are same as that listed in Table 6.4. In addition to that, a diﬀerent
combination of particle length and diameter are also used. Four diﬀerent scenarios
for initial particle aspect ratio characteristics are investigated here: (i) mono-disperse
particles with diﬀerent combination of length and diameter but a constant aspect
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ratio (AR = 10); (ii) mono-disperse particles with diﬀerent aspect ratio (AR = 6, 8,
10); (iii) poly-disperse particles utilizing Gaussian distribution with diﬀerent means
(mean = 8, 10, 12) and a constant standard deviation (std. dev. = 2); (iv) polydisperse particles utilizing Gaussian distribution with diﬀerent standard deviations
(std.dev. = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) and a constant mean (mean = 10).
Due to particle breakage, the mean aspect ratio decreases as time progresses.
Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b plot the mean and standard deviation of the aspect
ratio distributions, respectively for the ﬁrst scenario. These plots reveal that both the
mean and the standard deviation of the resulting particle aspect ratio distributions
are identical to each other for the same initial particle aspect ratio, regardless of length
and diameter combination. For the second scenario in which there are diﬀerent initial
aspect ratio particles, the mean and the standard deviation of the resulting particle
aspect ratio distribution are diﬀerent initially but eventually they collapse over each
other after a certain period of time. These observations as illustrated in Figure 6.12a
and Figure 6.12b, show that the resulting particles aspect ratio characteristics are
independent of the initial particle aspect ratio if suﬃcient work is done on them.
Similar observations were made for the third and the fourth scenarios in which instead
of mono-disperse particles, poly-disperse particles utilizing Gaussian distributions
with diﬀerent initial aspect ratio means and standard deviations. For brevity, the
mean aspect ratio and standard deviation plots are not shown here, instead of the
initial aspect ratio distributions and the resulting aspect ratio distributions after ten
blade revolutions are shown. Figure 6.13a shows three diﬀerent initial aspect ratio
distributions with diﬀerent means (8, 10, 12) and a constant standard deviation of two,
and Figure 6.13b and Figure 6.13c show the particle aspect ratio mean and standard
deviation expressed as a function of the work done, respectively. Figure 6.14a shows
three diﬀerent initial aspect ratio distributions with diﬀerent standard deviations
(1.0, 1.5, 2.0) and a constant mean of ten, and Figure 6.14b and Figure 6.14c show
the particle aspect ratio mean and standard deviation expressed as a function of
the work done, respectively. It can be seen from these plots that the ﬁnal particle
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Figure 6.11. Particle aspect ratio distribution characteristics for three
diﬀerent combination of particle length (L = 20 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm)
and diameter (D = 2.0 mm, 2.5mm, 3.0 mm) but the same aspect
ratio (AR = 10): (a) particle aspect ratio mean, with cartoons representing particle aspect ratio at the initial and the ﬁnal state; (b)
particle aspect ratio standard deviation, expressed as a function of
dimensionless work.

aspect ratio distributions are identical to each other regardless of the initial particle
aspect ratio distributions characteristics. Above observations are consistent with the
ﬁndings of Remy et al. [1], in which they started with two diﬀerent initial particle size
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Figure 6.12. Particle aspect ratio distribution characteristics for three
diﬀerent initial particle aspect ratios (AR = 6, 8, 10): (a) particle
aspect ratio mean, with cartoons representing particle aspect ratio
at the initial and the ﬁnal state; (b) particle aspect ratio standard
deviation, expressed as a function of dimensionless work.

distributions in two diﬀerent but geometrically similar agitated systems, and obtained
similar ﬁnal particle size distributions. The ﬁnal particle aspect ratio distributions
also ﬁt well with a log-normal distribution, which is a common distribution used to
deﬁne particle size distribution of powders.
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Figure 6.13. Particle aspect ratio distribution characteristics for three
diﬀerent initial particle aspect ratio distributions with means = 8,
10, 12 and a constant std. dev. = 2: (a) initial Gaussian aspect
ratio distributions and ﬁnal aspect ratio distributions ﬁtted with a
lognormal distribution; (b) plot of particle aspect ratio means; (c)
plot of particle aspect ratio standard deviations.
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Figure 6.14. Particle aspect ratio distribution characteristics for
three diﬀerent initial particle aspect ratio distributions with a constant mean = 10 and three std. dev. = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0: (a) initial
Gaussian aspect ratio distributions and ﬁnal aspect ratio distributions ﬁtted with a lognormal distribution; (b) particle aspect ratio
means; (c) particle aspect ratio standard deviations.
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Similar deductions are made from the dimensional analysis in which it is found
that the initial particle aspect ratio characteristics do not play a role in deciding the
ﬁnal particle aspect ratio, cf. Equation (6.17) in Section 6.2.

Figure 6.15. Particle aspect ratio mean expressed as a function of
the dimensionless work for three diﬀerent Ep /σY ratios of 2, 10, and
20.

6.3.4

Inﬂuence of Particle Elastic Modulus, Lid Stress, Yield Strength,
and Impeller Rotational Speed

The results from the study of the impact of particle elastic modulus (Ep ), lid
stress (σlid ), and yield strength (σY ) are expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters Ep /σY and σlid /σY obtained from the dimensionless analysis. Note that, when a
dimensionless parameter is varied all other parameters are kept constant. The simulation parameters and material properties are listed in Table 6.4. Figure 6.15 shows
the impact of Ep /σY on resulting particle aspect ratio mean, it can be seen that the
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Figure 6.16. Particle aspect ratio mean expressed as a function of
dimensionless work for three diﬀerent σlid /σY ratios of 6.57e-04, 4.38e04, and 3.29e-04.

particle aspect ratio decreases with increase in Ep /σY values. The value of the ratio
Ep /σY increases as the elastic modulus value increases or the yield strength value
decreases. Particle stresses increase with elastic modulus [5] causing more breakage.
Similarly, if the particle yield strength is reduced a particle is more likely to break
even under smaller stresses. The impact of the ratio of the lid stress to the particle
yield strength on particle aspect ratio mean is shown in Figure 6.16. It is observed
that the particle aspect ratio mean decreases with increase in σlid /σY , which can
be either because of lid stress increasing or particle yield strength decreasing. This
means in a real operation, if there is more overlying material or particles are more
friable, there will be more breakage. Another important observation from Figure 6.15
and Figure 6.16 is that the slope of all the curves is generally constant and if a comprehensive investigation covering a wider range of parameters values with varying
material properties, it could help in developing correlations for system scale-up.
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Figure 6.17. Particle aspect ratio mean expressed as a function of
dimensionless work for three diﬀerent blade rotational speeds (ω = 30
RPM, 45 RPM, and 60 RPM).

Figure 6.17 demonstrates the inﬂuence of impeller rotational speed on the resulting particle aspect ratio mean expressed as a function of the amount of work done
on the particle bed. It is found that the extent of breakage per impeller revolution
is independent of the impeller rotational speed. This means that extent of particle
breakage is a function of blade displacement or the work done rather than the rotational speed, which has also been observed by Hare et al. [9], Remy et al. [1], and
Guo et al. [60].

6.3.5

Particle Speciﬁc Breakage Rates, Daughter Particle Distribution
Functions, and Population Balance Modeling

The particle speciﬁc breakage rates and daughter particle length distributions are
the two parameters required for the population balance model predictions. These
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Figure 6.18.
Dimensionless speciﬁc particle breakage rates (Si∗ )
expressed as a function of dimensionless work done for ﬁve different parent particle aspect ratios (AR = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10): (a)
unscaled dimensionless speciﬁc particle breakage rates; (b) Dimensionless speciﬁc breakage rates scaled using an exponential function
(exp(−0.5ARparent )) and ﬁtted with a power curve (0.055(ωtσlid /σY ))
depicted on the left y-axis. Mean particle stress (σp /σY ) denoted by
a dotted blue curve depicted on the right y-axis.

parameters are obtained from the DEM simulations, for which the simulation parameters and material properties are provided in Table 6.4. In addition to that, a
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Figure 6.19.
Scaled dimensionless speciﬁc breakage rates
(Si∗ exp(−0.5ARparent )) for diﬀerent initial particle aspect ratio
characteristics expressed as function of system mean aspect ratio
(ARmean ): (a) plots for three diﬀerent initial particle aspect ratio
distribution means (mean = 8, 10, 12) and a constant standard deviation of two, with three parent aspect ratio for each mean (ARparent =
6, 8, 10); (b) plots for three diﬀerent initial particle aspect ratio distribution standard deviation (std. dev. = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) and a constant
mean of 10, with three parent aspect ratio for each mean (ARparent =
6, 8, 10).

Gaussian distribution, with mean = 12 and std. dev. = 2, is used for the initial
aspect ratio distribution. Note that the particle breakage is always binary, i.e., one
parent particle can break into two daughter particles at a given time.
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Figure 6.20. Plots of daughter particle length distributions normalized by the parent particle length for diﬀerent parent particle aspect
ratio and ﬁtted by a Gaussian function with mean = 0.5 and std. dev.
= 0.11.

The dimensionless speciﬁc breakage rate, Si∗ , is expressed as,
Si∗ =

ΔNi
Ni ωΔt(σlid /σY )

(6.20)

where Ni is the number of particles of aspect ratio i. Figure 6.18a plots Si∗ for ﬁve
diﬀerent parent aspect ratios (ARparent = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), it can be seen that the
breakage rate increases with parent aspect ratio indicating that larger aspect ratio
particles have higher tendency to break. The breakage rate curves are noisy due to the
limitation of using a smaller number of particles in DEM compared to a real system.
To be able to utilize the breakage rate information in a population balance model it
is important to derive a general breakage rate function based on the DEM breakage
rates. This function is then not only used to predict the particle size distribution
for extended time periods but also for large-scale systems for which running a DEM
simulation may not be computationally feasible. The breakage curves are scaled by
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multiplying an exponential function, exp(-0.5ARparent ), to Si∗ to capture the rapid
initial decrease and gradual decrease afterwards. The scaled breakage rate curves
plotted in Figure 6.18b collapse over each other and ﬁt well with a power function,
0.055(ωtσlid /σY )−0.5 . This function is then used in the population balance model to
predict the particle size distribution. Another observation that is made from the
Figure 6.18a and Figure 6.18b that the breakage rate decreases rapidly initially and
becomes gradual as the time progresses. This is attributed to the stress distribution
in the particle bed, which changes rapidly initially but it slows down after some time
as there are more particles in the system after breakage to share the same load. The
particle stress is represented by the dotted blue curve in the Figure 6.18b.
Inﬂuence of initial particle aspect ratio characteristics on the speciﬁc breakage
rate is also investigated. Figure 6.19a plots the scaled dimensionless speciﬁc breakage
rate as a function of system mean aspect ratio (ARmean ) for three diﬀerent initial
particle aspect ratio distribution means (mean = 8, 10, 12) and a standard deviation of 2.0, with three parent aspect ratios (ARparent = 6, 8, 10) for each mean.
Figure 6.19b shows the scaled dimensionless speciﬁc breakage rate as a function of
system mean aspect ratio for three diﬀerent initial particle aspect ratio distribution
standard deviations (std. dev. = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) and a mean of 10, with three parent
aspect ratios (ARparent = 6, 8, 10) for each standard deviation. It is observed from
these plots that the breakage rates are independent of the initial particle aspect ratio
distribution characteristic. At any given time instance, if the mean aspect ratio of
the system is known, these plots can be used to obtain the speciﬁc breakage rate for
diﬀerent aspect ratio classes. Although not shown here for brevity, the impact of lid
stress, particle yield strength, particle elastic modulus, and blade rotational speed are
also investigated. The speciﬁc breakage rate increased with increment in the lid stress
and particle elastic modulus and with a decrement in the particle yield strength. The
speciﬁc breakage rate is insensitive to the blade rotational speeds generally used in
agitation cells (30 RPM to 90 RPM).
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Figure 6.21. Population balance modeling results: (a) Comparison
between the DEM and the PBM predicted particle aspect ratio distributions for four diﬀerent time instances; (b) Particle aspect distribution predictions for extended time periods utilizing PBM, with a
lognormal ﬁt for the resulting particle aspect ratio distribution at t =
750 sec.
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The daughter particle length distribution functions for diﬀerent parent particle
aspect ratio are shown in Figure 6.20. It is observed that the needle-shaped particles
always break in a similar way regardless of the parent particle aspect ratio. This
self-similarity behavior of the daughter particle length distribution functions leads
to a collapse of all the functions into one universal distribution, which can be ﬁtted
by a Gaussian distribution with mean = 0.5 and standard deviation = 0.11. The
sharp peak in the daughter particle length distributions can be resolved by increasing the resolution of breakage planes around the particle midpoint. However, in this
study a uniform breakage plane interval equal to the particle radius is used to reduce
the simulation computational time. Similar observation for the daughter distribution function was made by Grof et al. [59] for needle-shaped particle breakage under
compaction. The daughter particle length distribution functions are also found to be
insensitive to the material properties and operating conditions. The main advantage
of the self-similarity behavior of the daughter distribution function is that a single
small-scale DEM simulation can be used to generate these functions, which can then
be used to predict particle breakage in a large-scale system.
The speciﬁc breakage rates and the daughter particle distribution functions derived from the DEM simulation are used in a population balance model (PBM) to
predict the particle breakage in an agitation cell. Comparison between the PBM and
DEM particle aspect ratio distributions are shown in Figure 6.21a, the PBM predictions match very well with DEM results. The PBM can also be used to predict the
particle size distributions for extended time periods as can be seen in Figure 6.21b. It
is also observed that the particle aspect ratio distribution for needle-shaped particles
ﬁts well by a lognormal distribution expressed as,


1
−(ln(x) − a)2
f (x, a, b) = √ exp
2b2
xb 2π

(6.21)

where a and b are two parameters whose values are 3.60 and 0.30 respectively for
simulation time equal to 750 sec.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
7.1

Summary of This Work
The primary objective of this work was to develop a discrete element method

(DEM) model to predict breakage of large aspect ratio needle-shaped particles in an
agitated ﬁlter dryer (AFD) equipment. As a part of this work, initially, an in-house
DEM solver was developed. Some major algorithm implementations to this DEM
solver include:
• an eﬃcient contact detection algorithm called sweep and prune (SAP), which
gave a speed-up of ﬁve to eight times compared to the traditional neighboring
cells approach,
• contact area speciﬁc force models for nonspherical particles with smoothening
functions to resolve discontinuity in the contact force,
• a state-of-the-art particle breakage model for needle-shaped particles using smooth
spherocylinders.
Particle breakage occurs due to stress concentrations developed at the crack tips of
the particle caused by particle-particle and particle-boundary interactions. Therefore,
it is important to use accurate force models to be able to predict particle breakage correctly. Prior DEM simulations have either utilized force models intended for spheres
with circular contact, such as the Hertzian normal force model or utilized simpliﬁed
linear spring model with constant spring stiﬀness. However, if nonspherical particles
are implemented, the contact area changes depending on the contact scenario and
the local radii of curvature. As per the author’s knowledge, there has been no investigation comparing the results from simpliﬁed force models, such as the Hertzian
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force model and the linear spring force mode, and contact area speciﬁc accurate force
models.
This thesis is divided into two segments, the ﬁrst segment investigates the inﬂuence
of diﬀerent force models on contact characteristics and provides suggestions regarding
choosing an appropriate force model depending on application, and in the second
segment of the thesis a state-of-the-art breakage model has been developed and this
model was utilized to predict particle breakage in an AFD. Conclusions from both
the segments are provided in Section 7.1.1 and Section 7.1.2 respectively.

7.1.1

Contact Force Models Conclusions

The ﬁrst segment of this thesis investigates how the choice of elastic normal contact
force model aﬀects predictions from DEM simulations of sphero-cylindrical particles.
Three force models were investigated: (1) a Hertzian model assuming a circular contact area (HFM ), (2) a linear force model with a constant stiﬀness (LFM ), and (3)
a modiﬁed Hertzian force model that accounts for varying contact areas and contact
transitions (MFM ). If a MFM is used, then transitions between contact area types
must be accounted for otherwise signiﬁcant discontinuities in the contact force can
occur. The implementation of contact force models was validated by comparing the
simulation blade torque and particle orientation distribution with previous experimental and computational works. These force models were then used to examine
two-particle contacts, a static packed bed, and a stirred, dynamic bed.
For two-particle contacts, the HFM model gave either identical or signiﬁcantly
under-predicted contact forces when compared to the MFM model forces at the same
overlap magnitude. The MFM model produced results approximately equal to those
generated from FEM simulations. Since the HFM model assumes a circular contact
area, the pressure distribution integrated over the area will be smaller than the force
generated from elliptical and rectangular contact areas at the same overlap. Hence,
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the HFM model results in a smaller eﬀective contact stiﬀness when compared to the
MFM model.
Static bed DEM simulations demonstrated that the force distributions and packing
fractions are nearly identical regardless of the choice of force model. The exception
is that glued-sphere particles may have a slightly diﬀerent packing fraction due to
the macroscopic roughness caused by the component spheres. The force distribution
insensitivity is believed to be because the force distribution is governed by the need
to support the bed weight. Hence, similar packing structures and bed weights will
produce similar force distributions. Although the force distributions were similar, the
contact overlap distributions were diﬀerent. The MFM model gave the smallest mean
overlap, reﬂecting the fact that this model has the largest eﬀective stiﬀness.
Dynamic bed DEM simulations using the diﬀerent force models also produced
nearly identical force distributions, similar to the static bed observation. The blade
torque was also similar regardless of force model. The contact duration distributions,
however, were diﬀerent, with the MFM model giving the shortest mean contact duration. This result reﬂects the fact that the MFM model has the largest eﬀective
contact stiﬀness. The collision frequency was measured to be the largest for the
MFM model, which is expected if identical blade torques are generated. The impact
energy distributions were also aﬀected by the force models, with MFM giving the
largest values.
These investigations suggest that for non-spherical particles, simple force models
can be substituted for more accurate force models if only force data and bulk properties such as packing fractions or blade torque are of interest. This ﬁnding is signiﬁcant
since it can be used to simplify the DEM force calculations. However, if more detailed
contact information, such as contact area, contact overlap, contact duration, impact
energy, or collision frequency is needed, then a more accurate contact force model
should be used. For example, the choice of force model should be carefully considered
if a cohesion force algorithm is to be used since many cohesive force models utilize
the contact area or contact overlap in their formulation. Similarly, a more accurate
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force model should be used if DEM collision frequency information is to be gathered
for use within population balance models or if collision duration information is used
within simulations with dynamic liquid bridge formation.

7.1.2

Particle Breakage Model Conclusions

A state-of-the-art and experimentally validated DEM breakage model for large
aspect ratio needle-shaped particles has been described in the second segment of this
thesis. Instead of using previously used and popular bonded-sphere approach, smooth
spherocylinder is utilized to represent the needle-shaped particle. The breakage model
has been validated using a multi-particle uni-axial compression cell experiment and
is further veriﬁed using three-point bending test of a single particle.
The breakage model is applied to an agitation cell, which consists of a cylindrical
container, an impeller with two blades, and a load on top of the particle bed. It is observed that the particles have the maximum probability of breakage at their midpoint.
Smaller particles after breakage, get deposited around the blade and at the bottom
of the container, indicating the ﬁnes accumulation regions in a real operation. Two
dimensional particle breakage events maps show that the particle breakage mainly
occurred at the blade tip near the container circumference where compressive forces
are found to be maximum, consistent with the observations made by Hua et al. [5].
Also, most of the particle breakage occurs during the ﬁrst blade revolution and the
number of breakage events decreases as the number of smaller particles in the system
increase, which require larger stress to break.
A dimensional analysis was performed to ﬁnd out the signiﬁcant parameters affecting the particle breakage. It is found that, if the material properties are kept
constant and the domain used is geometrically similar, the particle stress distributions are similar for a given aspect ratio regardless of the particle length and diameter.
The initial particle aspect ratio characteristic did not have any impact on the resulting aspect ratio characteristics once the particle bed is agitated for suﬃcient amount
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of time. The signiﬁcant variables that were found from the dimensional analysis are
particle elastic modulus, particle yield strength, lid stress, blade rotational speed, and
particle-particle and particle-boundary friction. It should be noted that, in this study,
the impact of friction was not studied. The particle mean aspect ratio decreased with
the elastic modulus, particle yield strength, and lid stress and was insensitive to the
blade rotational speed.
Particle speciﬁc breakage rates and daughter particle length distributions are the
two important parameters used in population balance modeling, which are readily
available from the current DEM model. Particle speciﬁc breakage rates are found to
increase with particle aspect ratio, indicating bigger particles have a higher probability
to break. The speciﬁc particle breakage rates are scaled using an exponential function
and a power function ﬁt is used to get a functional form to be used in the population
balance model. The breakage rates decrease rapidly initially but it becomes gradual
as time progresses. This behavior of the particle breakage rate is related to the way
particle stresses distributes themselves. Initially, the system has a large number of
bigger particles and the mean particle stress is larger and once the breakage starts
the stress chains redistribute themselves among the smaller particles lowering the
stress value. The speciﬁc breakage rates are found to be independent of the initial
particle aspect ratio characteristics and their values can be determined based on the
system mean aspect ratio. The daughter particle length distributions are found to be
self-similar and they collapsed over each other regardless of the parent particle aspect
ratio, material properties, and operating conditions. This distribution is ﬁtted with
a Gaussian distribution and was used in a population balance model. The particle
aspect ratio distributions predicted from population balance model results matched
well with the simulations. The population balance model is also used to predict
particle aspect ratio distributions for the extended time periods.
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7.2

Recommendation for Industry
Based on present work, a number of recommendations have been made for indus-

trial agitated ﬁlter dryer (AFD) to mitigate particle attrition and make the process
more eﬃcient:
• ﬁnes get accumulated around the blade and at the base of the container, so steps
should be taken to clean them up as they might hinder with material drying
uniformity
• API crystals with diﬀerent PSDs can be dried together, as the ﬁnal PSD obtained after attrition during drying is insensitive to initial PSD given that sufﬁcient work is done on the material
• API crystals with smaller mean particle size should be used, as larger/longer
particles are more likely to break and cause a signiﬁcant change in PSD
• particle attrition can be reduced by decreasing the weight of the overlying material, this can be achieved through three methods:
– by reducing the material bed depth
– by increasing the AFD drying equipment diameter
– by using multiple smaller AFDs instead of using a single large AFD
• using a smaller number of blade revolutions leads to smaller work done and
reduced particle attrition
• use a population balance model utilizing the speciﬁc breakage rate and daughter
distribution functions from actual AFD experiments or simulations to predict
the resulting PSD before running the actual process

7.3

Thesis Contributions
The key contributions of the current research work are summarized as follows:
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• development of an in-house DEM solver with eﬃcient sweep and prune contact
detection algorithm
• implementation of contact area speciﬁc force models with smoothening functions
to solve the problem of contact force discontinuity
• one of the ﬁrst studies to investigate the inﬂuence of contact force models on
contact characteristics
• development and experimental validation of novel state of the art particle breakage model
• development of an in-depth understanding of particle breakage in an agitated
system
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORKS
8.1

Further Investigation of DEM Contact Force Models
In the current study, only the elastic component of the normal force models was

investigated. In general, the normal force models also include a dissipative component which has yet not been fully explored for nonspherical particles. Speciﬁcally,
a dissipative component of the normal force model needs to be derived for particle
contact scenarios resulting in a rectangular contact area. The inﬂuence of normal
force models on the tangential forces also needs to be investigated. Additionally, it is
important to study the inﬂuence of diﬀerent normal force models and local contact
areas on cohesive force models. The particle contact characteristics, such as contact
force, contact overlap, contact duration, collision frequency, impact energy, etc., may
signiﬁcantly vary depending on the type of the force model used. Contact area speciﬁc force models for normal, tangential, and cohesive forces will drastically improve
the accuracy of the predictions from the DEM simulations of nonspherical particles.
These force models should also be validated against experimental results and further
veriﬁed with ﬁnite element method two-particle contact simulations.
This study only examines diﬀerent contact scenarios and transition cases for spherocylinder contacts. Contact scenarios and transition cases for more generalized
shapes represented by polyhedra or superquadrics need to be investigated. Also,
smoothening functions for each transition case should be derived and possibly used in
the development of more generalized smoothening correlations, which are independent
of the particle shape.
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8.2

Improvement to the Particle Breakage Studies
In this study, the particle breakage model has been used to analyze a small-scale

agitation cell with a maximum of 60,000 particles in the system. With computational
resources constantly improving and with the implementation of the recent GPU-based
parallel algorithm, it could be possible to run large-scale simulations with millions of
nonspherical particles. The eﬀect of scaling on various aspects of particle breakage
needs to be investigated.
It was observed in this study that the particle breakage mainly occurs at the tip
of the blade near the cylindrical container circumference, while there is a very small
amount of breakage going on in other regions. Therefore, to investigate the particle
breakage, a periodic domain with a focus on breakage dominant region should be
used. This approach will signiﬁcantly reduce the number of particles used to simulate
a full AFD system. A detailed description of the proposed future recommendations
is given in below subsections.

8.2.1

System Scaling

The impact of system scaling on the following aspects of particle breakage needs
to be investigated:
• area of particle breakage region – whether this area will remain the same or
increases with scale-up (Figure 8.1)
• speciﬁc particle breakage rate – whether particle breakage rate will increase or
decrease with scale-up
• daughter distribution function – whether self-similarity behavior is still maintained with scale-up
In addition to that, parametric studies should be performed to study the eﬀect of
various material properties on particle breakage rates and develop more generalized
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1. Schematic showing the eﬀect of system scale-up on particle breakage region area: (a) area remains constant through all scales;
(b) area increases with scale-up.

correlations. The speciﬁc breakage rate and daughter distribution function obtained
from large-scale studies should be utilized in a population balance model to predict
the extent of breakage in real operations. Also, continuum modeling approach, such
as ﬁnite element method can be used to get the localized stress ﬁelds which can then
be used to predict the attrition in an industrial scale system.

8.2.2

Periodic Domain

From the investigation of a full agitation cell, it was observed that the particle
breakage regions are mainly concentrated at the blade tips near the cylindrical container circumference. Also, the breakage regions were very similar at both blade tips.
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Figure 8.2. Linear box periodic domain in the breakage dominant
region: (a) a complete agitation cell; (b) side view of the agitation cell
with a rectangular red box depicting the breakage dominant region;
(c) top view of the agitation cell with a rectangular red box depicting
the breakage dominant region; (d) linear periodic box.

Figure 8.3. Schematics of a wedge-shaped periodic domain in the
breakage dominant region: (a) a full agitation cell with a wedge region
removed from it; (b) wedge-shaped periodic domain.

Therefore, it is recommended that only a small section of the agitation cell, where the
breakage region is located, should be simulated. Figure 8.2 has four sub-ﬁgures, the
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ﬁrst sub-ﬁgure shows a complete agitation cell DEM simulation, the second and the
third sub-ﬁgures show the side view and the top view of the agitation cell with a red
box depicting the breakage dominant region, and the last sub-ﬁgure shows a linear
periodic domain used to simulate the region inside the red box. Another periodic
geometry which can be used, in general, for a cylindrically shaped agitation cell is
an angular wedge as shown in Figure 8.3. However, implementing the periodicity for
this domain is not trivial and it will require extensive programming eﬀort.
These approaches will help in reducing the number of particles to be used to
investigate the particle breakage in an agitation cell. Parametric studies should be
performed to ﬁnd appropriate geometric dimensions of the periodic domains relative to the particle size, such that the DEM results are independent of the domain
dimensions.
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